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1 
I. DITRQDUOTIOfI 
For nany years, the use of fertilizer has been a part of the reoom-
ffisnded soil manageMnt practices made by Iowa State College to Iowa far­
mers, However, only in the last decade has substantial quantities of 
fertilizer been used# The combination of several factors was no doubt 
responsible for this. These include the developiaent of new fertilizing 
materials, increased yield response from applied fertilizer and a favorable 
cost/price ratio for fertilized crops. Similarly, during this period the 
research and extension activities of Iowa State College were intensified. 
At the sauffi time the oapital position of Iowa farmers improved greatly 
thtis encouraging a rapid adoption of a practice such as fertilisation. 
Fertiliser usage is expected to increase further providsd relatively 
stable economic conditions and favorable product price-fertilizer cost 
ratios continue. The potential of increased fertilizer use exists in the 
sense that the value of crop response is considerably greater than the 
cost of the fertilizer on may Iowa farms. 
Expanded and efficient use of fertilizer by Iowa farmers depends 
on a number of factors which relates to their knowledge regarding ferti­
lizer use and the economic characteristics surrounding each operating unit® 
If research and educational efforts are to be directed in an effective 
manner, an understanding of these factors and their relationships is 
important. 
The objectives of this study ware four folds (l) to characterize 
the Iowa fertilizer user and non-user, (2) to ascertain and describe 
2 
the fartilizsr use practices in Iowa, (3) to determine the informational 
sources important in the aoceptance and use of fertilizer and (4) to 
detsrzaine the capital and tenure rslationships with respect to fertilizer 
IU38, The information on fertilizer acceptance and use in lows supplied 
from these central objectivee provided an opportunity to evaluate the 
general educational program in this area and to suggest means of iis5)rove-
Dient. 
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II. FEETILIZSR USE CCiSIDSaATIONSt mm OF LTTEMTm 
Aa General 
Fertilizer use by lova fanners has increased mterlally each year 
durlag the past 15 years, as indicated by the 9,000 tons reported sold 
in 193S and the 602,500 tons reported sold in 1953 (3^)<» This phenomenal 
increase came during a period of generally rising farm prices# It is 
usually generalized that fertilizer sales rise and fall in close corre­
lation with farm income# A number have studied this relationships 
Vial (36) first pointed out that fertilizer consumption could be 
predicted xjith a fair degree of accuracy from the previous yearns acre 
value of principal farm crops and tvo previous years' consumption of 
fertilizer* In a study of the principal fertilizer using states, 
Willett (39) associated fertilizer consumption with inoona of the same 
year» Mehring and Shaw (26) concluded that the previous year's income 
was more important« 
In a znultiple correlation study, Mehring (24) has shown that three 
factors give a correlation between farm income and fertilizer expendi­
tures# These factors include? (a) farm income from crops plus govern­
ment payments in the previous year, (b) farm incoma from the saias year, 
(0) the proportion of the previous year's income remaining after pro­
duction expenses have been deducted# For the period 1911 to 1943 he 
was able to account for 93 per cent of the fluctuations in expenditiaras, 
attributing 56 per cent, 28 per cent, and 9 per cent, respectively. 
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to the three above aentioned factors. He concluded that this left 7 par 
cent to be accoimted for all other factors, such as sales and educa­
tional campaigns. 
Mehring, Bennatt and Adams (25) report that the average expenditures 
for fertilizer in the United States from 1911 to 1949 has remained close 
to 5o5 cents out of each dollar of farm Inooms from crops and governaant 
payments in the previous year# The range was 3*8 cents in 1921 to 6,5 
cents in 1914 and 1950. They point out, however, that fertilizer use 
since 1950 has increased much o^re rapidly than farm Inco!^. 
Although the general relationships of income and fertilizer use for 
the United States is fairly well astablished, they fail to essplain the 
changes that have occurred within the different areas of the United 
States, For example, Mahring, ai (25) report that in Iowa in 1939, 
only 0.3 cents was spent for fertilizer from each dollar of the previous 
year's income from crops and government payments, while in 1950 this had 
increased to 3*2 cents from each dollar. 
It is obvious that for Iowa, factors in addition to farm inconra 
were responsible for the rapid increase in fertiliser use. The explana­
tion of this ten-fold increase above that iMoh might be attributed to 
increases in farm income may lie in several areas, probably in research, 
educational and sales activities* 
During the period immdiately preoeeding World War II, research 
work in fertilizer use was intensified particularly with respect to the 
use of nitrogen and mixtures containing nitrogen. This program has con­
tinued and expanded to the point where fertilizer experimants have been 
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conducted in all parts of tha state, on most of the principal upland soils 
and on all of the principal crops# These include studies on the kind of 
fertilizer, rate, time and method of application. 
Since 1945» a stepped up soil tasting prograia closely integrated 
with the field research studies has given added information. Approxiiaately 
80,000 soil samples from farmers fields were tested in each of the years 
1952 and 1953. 
This accumulation of agronomic data served as a basis for an educa­
tional program carried to Iowa farmers through the state and county 
Extension Services* The inforoation, likewise, was used by other educa­
tional orgaixizations as well as sales' groups. All these forces aided 
in bringing greater knowledge and more complete understanding to the 
Iowa farmer lAo responded to the purchase of acre fertiliser in 1953 
than was purchased in the total for the nine-year period 1938 to 19^6 (34.)« 
This rapid adoption of fertilizer as an input in the agriculture of 
Iowa cannot, however, explain the forces which condition the decision 
making process of the Iowa farmer® It serves only to dramatize the 
actions resulting from them. 
B, Economic Considerations in Fertilizer Use 
In the agronomic or economic sense, there is little research \jhich 
characterizes the rational behavior of farmers with respect to ferti­
lizer use. Assuming profit to be the motivating force, a hypothesis 
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might ba developad centering around the conditions of (a) perfect know­
ledge, (b) control of all resources, and (o) unlimited capital. 
These conditions approach the situation of the atatic firm. Few 
finos in agriculture fulfill these requirements! although a number of 
operators my fulfill one or two of the above coMitions. An examina­
tion of the rational behtivior of an entrejafeneur, in terms of profit 
maximization, may be appropriate at this point. 
To operate under a situation which maximizes profits, presupposes 
a knowledge of the leval and character of the production functions with 
and without the variable input. The entrepreneur must have knowledge 
that the addition of increasing amounts of input will (a) increase out­
put at constant rate par unit of input, (b) increase output at an 
increasing rate per unit of input, (o) increase output at diminishing 











Units of factor (input) 
Fig, 1 Production stages and areas of rational resource use 
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Rational production as can be seen in Fig, 1 can only occur in stage 
2» For in stags 1, the addition of increasing inputs (fertilizer) will 
always add to the returnBe The average productivity of the variable re-
sonjrce increases continuously. Stage likewise, is an irrational area 
of production, if the product (output) has any value, for as additional 
inputs ar® added, total production decreases. Although this model directs 
us to an area of profit maximization, the exact intensity of pri^uction 
cannot be specified until costs or prices of inputs and outputs are loiown. 
With the use of models, we can present graphically the conditons 
appropriate to profit majcimization. 
A (Px/Py) 
QV 1 2 3 4 5 
Quantity of X (fertilizer or resource) 
Fig. 2 Input/output ratios Fig, 3 Maximizing profits by 
equating price ratio 
snd marginal product 
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Fig* 2 shows thres situations (A, B, C) of prise ratios of input X 
and output Y, A showing the input I relatively dear in ja-ioa and G rela­
tively cheap, Fige 3 depicts the production function I vith price ratios 
A snd 0 from Fig, 2 tangent at points 14 and K, These tangenoy points 
give us the level of output desired for maximizatioa of profitsji (Mathe­
matically expressed iV^V or ftcaS s Mors simply stated, 
profits are at a maximum (under perfect ooapetition) when the uiarginal 
cost of a unit of input is equal to the Marginal ravanua of a unit of 
output. This is shown in Fig, U» an output of OB is obtained, 
KG 3 MR (at point T)» At a production of less than OB for example, OA, 
would show a loss of revenue by the amount of BST; whereas at output 00, 






0 A E G  
Output 
\ 
Fig, 4 Equating icarginal costs and marginal revenue 
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All agricultural firm with an owior-operator, perfect biowledge and 
unlimitsd capital vill bahav® more or less as outlined in the theory 
abova, if he is bent on profit laaxiaiaation. 
The theoretical analysis vill bs carrigd in the fraiaswork of the 
following situations: 
1. The firm vith perfect ioiowledgo, oiaier-operator and lij3it{3d 
capital, 
2. The firm with an owner-operator, limited capital snd L'^^rfect 
knovledge. 
3. Tho firai vath imperfect knovladge, limited capital and tarnant-
oparator. 
A» Omgr-gpsrft'Wr yi%%k 
It is ImoMti that most farmers have limited funds with which to pur­
chase fertilizer and other inputs for produotiono Even vith perfect 
toovledge and an owaar-oparator position, the fariaer may not vant to 
borrow that amount of capital necessary to equate marginal costs and 
marginal revenue for two reasons: (a) he may attach a stigma to debt 
either in a moral or ethical sense; or (b) capital rationing may exists 
This latter situation is the response of the lending agency to uncer­
tainty, Obviously, the lending agency can bs less certain of the pro­
duction functions surrounding a particular situation than a given farmer# 
Itoreover, even though these are known l?y the lending group, the chance 
that the borrower will abscond with tlie security brings about an 
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imcertainty i^ich causes capital to ba rationad# In most cases, the 
farmer is required to have assets providing an equity of 40 to 50 par cent 
of his total capital. 
How iaiportant capital rationing exists vith respect to fertilizer use 
is not knova, although there are reasons to suspect that lending firms are 
less well informed with respect to fertilizer returns than they are for 
other agricultural enterprises. In a study in southern Iowa, Heady and 
Swanson (15) concluded that capital rationing was not a factor, rather 
risk aversion was the factor given hy most farmars as the reason for not 
expanding their farm business. 
With limited capital in the farm firm, the task of equating marginal 
cost with marginal revenue in an enterprise gives way to the task of 
allocating scarce resources between several alternatives in a manner to 
equate marginal value productivities. In this situation, fertilizer and 
other inputs may be cut back. 
This situation typifies a rather large segment of Iowa farmersj hoif-
ever, generalizations fc? the group are not valid. As we relax our hypo­
thetical situation to on© of imperfect knowledge, we introduce a host of 
additional "ifs" and "variables". The largest group of these are found 
in the general category of risk and uncertainty. These will be considered 
' in some detail. 
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Enight (19 p. 19-20) has SBde a Jneaaiagful distinction bstwaen risk 
and uncertainty# In brief, risk is insurable, xmosrtainty is not» To 
elaborate, &ight claasifisd risk as the outcoiss of a group of instances 
yAiiah are lasasui'able or knoim from apriori information or statistioss In 
this sense, risk is objective probability indicating the likelihood of 
occurranee of a specific events The outcome of each particular event 
need not bs predictable? it is only necessary that probability outcomes 
be established for a large number of oases or observations* 
Heady (il, p. 4^0-441) offers additional refineiiBnt to the concept 
of risk. 
« ® . » the parametsr of the probability distribution (frequency 
distribution of outcontes) can be establlshsd for outcomes that 
involve risk. In other vords, the asaan, mode^skeuness, kurtosis 
and variance (first, second, third and fourth moasnts, or other 
aaasures of dispersion) can be established vith an empirical 
probability of 1.0 (certainty) for the particular distribution. 
Hisk is present when the aodal and moan •wheat yield can bs pre­
dicted over a period of years, along with the variance from 
the mean, and the number of years in v&ich the yield will fall 
in each yield interval (for exaiaple, 0-5 bushels, 6-10 bushels, 
or 11-15 bushels). 
Slight {19 p. 197-263) aakes the distinction for uncertainty as being 
a case of subjective probability, where the parajneters of the probability 
distribution cannot be detsradned empirically. IrMle anticipations may 
be assigned subjective probability eithar in the ordinal or cardinal 
sense, no uisthod is known whereby numerical values can be assigned to 
these anticipations* Uncertainty is the iniage of the future and peculiar 
to each individual producer# Obviously, uncertainty is then the situation 
of having to siake a decision vith less than perfect knowledge* 
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A few specific axan^ileB in agriculture of risk and uncertainty may be 
appropriates The loss of a com crop by hail is an uncertainty to an 
individual famrar, to an insurance cos^any it is a risk. The individual 
farmer is uncertain about the year to year corn yield, but he may view 
these in a pure risk context over a long period and plan his production 
program around an expected asodal outcomeq This is a likely case of the 
owner-operator. 
a. The degree of xmcertainty. As was mentioned earlier, uncertainty 
is a purely subjective phenomena and is peculiar to the adnd of each indi­
vidual. Under identical situations, two farmers may view the yield re­
sponse of nitrogen fertilizer on corn to be in one case certainty and in 
the other highly uncertain. Thus, the situation does not specify the 
degree of uncertainty. Only through stated expectations of the entrepre­
neur can uncertainty or certainty be characterized. 
Sntrepreneural decision arising out of varying degrees of uncertainty 
obviously is a most in^jortant variable for profit maximization of the 
agricultural firm. Two types of uncertainties exist - price and yield 
uncertainties* (Other types of uncertainties will be discussed later.) 
One ssasure of uncertainty for a subjective j^bability distribution 
is the dispersion of expectations. Heady has characterized these disper­
sions of probabilities in a series of models (ll p. 450)c (See Pig. 5) 
Assuming these models shom in Fig, $ represent price ejsj^otation 
for a particular agricultural commodity such as corn, degrees of uncer­
tainty can be portrayed. In Fig. 5-A, there is equal chance of the price 
13 
1.0 

























Fig, 5 Relation of subjective probability distribution and 
uncertainty 
^2 
varying higher or lower than the modal price Xg, while Fig. 5-B indicates 
a likely higher price with any variation from Xg. The reverse is true 
for Figs 5-G» Fig, 5~G expresses a high degree of certainty, whereas the 
U ahapad curve of Fig® 5-D suggests that there are about aqual probabili­
ties of gain or loss with fewar chances of an intermediate price. Simi­
larly the J shaped cxirve of Fig« 5 expresses confidence in the modal 
price with a chance of a lossi while Fig. 5-B expresses the same modal 
price with possibility of a greater price# With Fig. 5-H, the entrepre­
neur would hardly know what price to plan for in his production program, 
u 
for an equal chance would exist of price varying from a very low to a very 
high price. 
Although all of these nsodels may not be firmly fixed in the minds of 
the owner^operator (or any other entrepreneurs), the decisions made for 
production plans suggest one such image at least must be present* With 
limited capital, the owner-operator may choose to put all his level land 
into corn and with the purpose of using "future soil fertility" in the 
present or to substitute nitrogen fertilizer for legme nitrogen, therebiy 
reducing present legume crops in favor of corn. He may view the future 
as being relatively certain of lower prices, or if not for price changes 
per se, he may be willing to forego some future income for present. He 
nay wish to capitalize on a new inproved crop variety thereby realizing 
both price and yield advantages. 
Price and yield uncertainties have been mentioned as types of uncer­
tainties. For Corn Belt conditions, it is generally presumed that future 
price estiaiations represent a more difficult task than future yield 
estimates. Schultz (33) in an Iowa study observed that farmers under­
stood the significant elements affecting yields better than those affect­
ing the behavior of prices. 
iPi'ice uncertainties in agriculture arise largely froms (a) fluctua­
tions of national income, (b) the recurring commodity cycles, and (c) dis" 
turbances v^ich grow out of weather fluctuations. 
Yield uncertainties to an individual producer in agriculture arise 
froms (a) weather uncertainties, (b) insect, disease and pest distur­
bances, (o) availability of technological advances. 
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Kumarous researchers have characterized yield variability and in tha 
various regions of the United States for wheat, com and other crops. 
Reports in lova (3) from the Farm Business Record associations on farms 
Trfith a high level of management give the following variations in yield 
for the period 1941-1950? (a) Avarags com yield for a Cedar County 
farm was 94«5 bushels per acre# Annual yields ranged from a low of 71 
to a high of 110 bushels, (b) Average com yield for an O*0rien County 
farm was 59 bushels per acre. Annual yields ranged from a low of i^l 
bushels to a high of 76 bushels. (0) Average com yield for a Fayette 
County farm was 5^ bushels per acre. Annual yields here ranged from 
a low of 22 bushels per acre to a high of 72 bushels per acre. The 
ranges for the three different situations was 39, 35 and 50 bushels, 
respectively. 
Although the above, no doubt, are expressions of yield instability 
due in part at least to weather and insect disease and past disturbances, 
it is likely that the soil is a factor in the level of expected yield 
and probably confounds the yield variation. 
Mdere two farms (or fields) vary in their production function with 
the same inputs, the coefficient of variability is likely to be greater on 
the farm (or field) with the lower production function. Miller and 
Bauer (28), using 16 years of data from 10 experiiaantal farms in Illinois, 
calculated the effect of soil treatments on the deviation of the mean 
crop yields* Not only did they show that soil treatn»nts reduced vari­
ability, but with the san® treatment, the more productive fields had 
lass variation in crop yields than the less productive fields. 
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Another ezamplo of variation in yield expsetation is the situstion 
when tvo farms ara alike with reepact to size and productivity potential 
but one is subject to irragular ovsrHow* This risk of irregular over­
flow will ba most likely capitalized into the value of the land, yet, 
a greater degree of uncertainty is present knowing that the rivsr is 
likely to render the crop a complsts loss in any one year. 
Size of farm, within a range, places certein restrictions on output® 
Thus, with similar soils, the entrepreneur on the sniall farm when acting 
rationally would tend to more nearly maxiiaize his variable inputs in re­
lation to the fixed factor land® At the saaie time he is forced to view 
the present production period mth a need for a great deal Esora certainty 
than larger land holders due to pressures of the firja-household combina­
tion. 
Another type of uncertainty is found in the institutional or social 
setting in which the farmer operates. The owner-operator, faced with 
a situation of the impossibility of hiring labor in a critical period 
due to some social reason, faces this type of uncertainty# 
Other variations of uncertainty exist for the owner-operator tri-th 
limited capital* These are his age and education, and the type and 
quality of land resource controlled as well as the amount of 3a nd 
resource controlled« 
With a given amount of capital, the age of the entrepreneur is a 
factor affecting uncertainty in decision laaking# The young operator 
may be willing to take a chance for high gains, with the knowledge that 
if he fails, he has time to recoup his losses* This is not true for the 
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older operator who would prefer to joake the decision involving lass uncer­
tainty to protect his savings for old ags. 
It is a reasonable assumption that two farifisrs of tha aaas aga and 
same capital position woisld react differently to uncertainties if oaa 
started fariaing in a post-war prosperity period, and tha other started 
during a period of depression# likewise, at a given age, the number of 
years' of experience with associated or related decisions is a factor. 
The operator having had a nuiabar of years'' of experience planting corn 
on tha contour approaches the decision of constructing terraces with a 
different imge of expectations than the operator with no such experience. 
ba Role of education in uncertainty. ESducation has a significant 
effect on uncertainty in decision making. By education is meant not 
only the formal training received, but in addition and perhaps saore 
important, the informational guides and aids that are available and 
used for decision making. These may be in the form of newspaper or 
magazias articles, research or extension bulletins, services and advice 
of technically trained persons such as county extension directors, voca­
tional agriculture instructors, S.G.S, workers, etc., and the informal 
guidance given a friend established aa a leader. Anyone or a com­
bination of these make for "better informed" entrepreneurs. At the same 
time, we know that habit, custom or tradition comprise an important part 
of human behavior. Linton (20 p, 9) has stated this most succinctly? 
Human baings, always and everywhere, live mainly Ijy habit, em­
ploying intelligence only i^en no habitual response will serve, 
We can even go a step farther and say that the normal response 
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to a new situation is to try to utilize the habit connected 
with some other situation which resembles it in one way or 
another. It is only i^en this autosjatic response fails to 
work that people turn reluctantly to thinking about v^at ought 
to be done .... Whether any amount of education can 
develop intelligence is a moot point, but it certainly can train 
individuals to use lAiat they have inore effectively .... 
The objective of educational programs is to effect a change in behav­
ior. Knowledge has a two-fold function in influencing behavior changess 
(a) it increases an individual's power to perceive, organise and act in 
a given situation, and (b) it increases an individual's ability to see 
new developments in his environnent. The less knowledge possessed by an 
individual, the greater the importance of habit and custom on his behavior. 
It can be concluded that the owner-operator, with limited capital 
and in^jerfect knowledge must gear his production planning to uncertainty. 
Under this situation the firm cannot come to equilibrium at the point 
where marginal costs and marginal revenue is equated, because he does 
not have knowledge of where these points may exist. Even then maximiza­
tion of profits occurs by allocating scarce resources, which are limited 
Ijy capital rationing or risk aversion, between several alternatives idiich 
equates marginal value productivity and assigning discounts to risk and 
uncertainty arising from mn^ and various ways described. 
3^ The firffl_Md9r-lii3er.feot kn.Qwledge.« limited .o.apitaL.and .tbg 
Nearly one-half of Iowa farms are operated under a leasing arrange-
iiiant in which the tenant-operator makes rental payments to the owner for 
19 
the use of tiie land and/or other resources* An exaraination of how this 
effects the efficiency of tha unit under imperfect Imowledge and limited 
capital situation is appropriats. 
Heady (l2) has outlined thoae conditions for leasing systom necessary 
to maxisaise profits from the rasouroes used by the firia. They are as 
followsj (a) a combination of pa?oducts (choice of enterprises) which will 
equate marginal returns on resources aiaployed in the production of each, 
(b) substitution of factors (method of production) such that the ratio of 
their marginal productivities is equal to the ratio of their prices, (c) 
combination of variable and fixed resources (where resources are fixed by 
conditions falling outside of the leasing arrangement such ttet marginal 
returns and costs for the farmer are equated), (d) an over-all scale of 
operations vfliich equates marginal cost and returns at a level consistent 
with the cost-price relationships and normal uncertainties of the martot. 
These relationships must hold for all resources eicployad by the firm 
irrespective of ownership# 
The owner-operator (of laud and other resources) bears all costs 
and likewise is the recipient of all benefits which might accrue either 
in the immediate or longer run production period. Even under this situa­
tion (as has been explained above) uncertainty and imperfect knowledge 
contribute to a production program that is less than optimum. When leas­
ing arrangements enter the picture, additional uncertainties arise due to 
a number of factors: (l) method of rental payments, (a) crop share 
arrangements, (b) cash rental, (c) livestock share arrangements, (d) com­
bination; (2) arrangements for sharing costs} and (3) time periods of lease. 
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a« Gaah rental. Under a cash rental system, the tenant faces the 
production program much as the owner-operator except for the factor of 
time uncertainty. Inasmuch as the cash rant (to the tenant) represents 
a fixed cost and since it is not a function of output, the cash rent 
has no bearing on the firm's marginal cost. The firm bears the full 
marginal cost and gats the full marginal return. Thus, insofar as the 
benefits from fertilizer use (or other variable inputs) can be realized 
in the time period of the lease, decision making of the tenant will be 
similar to the owner-operator. 
In the system of cash rent, however, there exists a factor of uncer­
tainty that is perhaps more serious than with the owner-operator or other 
share rental arrangements« Since cash rent (which again is a fixed cost) 
is determined, in most cases, a year or more in advance of the production 
period, a radical change in price of commodities produced would materi­
ally affect profits or losses. A sharp decline in prices would have the 
effect of reducing the tenants' equity in his capital, to the extent that 
his equity would be lost or perhaps even to the degree of bankruptcy. 
Inasmuch as there is greater certainty of prices the shorter 
period, the natural inclination of the operator would be to include those 
enterprises which have a shorter transforcaation period. la the case of 
fertilizer usage, this would mean using more funds for nitrogen fertilizer 
on cash crops in lieu of funds for fertilizer for pasture renovation, 
A crop failure my likewise affect uncertainty for the cash-rent 
operator in any single year since hia rent is a fixed costj however, 
rental rates are likely to reflect the degree of uncertainty of crop 
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production, and thug, this isay bo mintaiaed ovsr the years, 
b. Share rentals. The situation with respect to share rsntals is 
quite different than the cash rental or owner-opsrator situation. Con-
aider first the situation where the tenant shares costs in the saEe manner 
that the crop is divided. Fig. 6, OP designates the production func» 
tion as viswad bj' the oparistor. In the case of cash rant or an oi^ner-
opQrator, inputs up to OM' are releTOnt, for ell benefits accrue to the 
operator. Itovsver, vhare one"half the crop is givsa to the landlord as 
reatal paj'iuent, 0-];P bacauB relevant to planning and decision raaking# 
Ths marginal value product (or physical) can be derived from the pro­






Inputs by landlord or. tenant 
Fig, 6 Share leases and decision laaking 
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The relation of average and marginal costs under a cash and share 






Fig, 7 Output of product under cash and share rentals 
ACq and MCq represent average and marginal costs respectively under 
a cash-rental arrangeissnt, AGg and MGg represent average and marginal 
costs under a share-rental arrangement. If profit is to be maximizedj 
each tenant will produce to the point where the marginal cost is equal 
to the price. In this instance, output will be at OM" for the crop share 
tenant and OM' for the cash-share tenant. With the same production func­
tion MOq will be the narginal cost for both cash and share rent situa­
tions, however, only MG^ is relevant for the share renter since he re­
ceives only a portion of the crop. Output is then restricted. 
As the share renter views his production planning alternatives, 
(either for yield per acre or total production) logic compels him to 
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restrict inputs to that which is optinnM for his share of the crop. If 
input costs (such as fertilizer) are shared in any other manner different 
from crop share, he will ad;just his inputs accordingly® 
In support of this, Heady and Sahrberg (14) reported that 60 per 
cant of the farms used fertilizer where landlords shared costs, wheraas 
only 6.9 per cent of the farms used fertiliser vAiere the landlord did not 
share the cost, ^bre07sr, 6,4 tic^s as iiuch fertilizer was used on each 
farm where the landlord shares in the cost of the fertilizer. 
Thus, it can be said that the rental arrangesBnts will add additional 
complicating factors to uncertainty, and expectations of the operator will 
be affected by the type and length of lease arrangements. 
c. Other considerations. The analysis up to this point has been 
conceived within the framework in which an entrepreneur has (a) perfect 
knowledge, (b) perfect control of all resources, and (c) unlimited 
capital, and as the entrepreneur he would derive all the benefits (profits) 
from such a firm. The situations have been relaxed to provide a working 
hypothesis for con^jarable firms in agriculture, particularly in Iowa. 
It has been suggested that the risks and uncertainties associated parti­
cularly with climate and innovations are raBponsible for a good part of 
the lack of confidence frequently exhibited by entrepreneurs (farmers) 
in the planning stages of their production program. Two areas are rele­
vant to this inquiry of "Imowledge and acceptance" of fertiliser facts 
Iowa farmersf (a) the presently known innovations in fertiliser usage, 
and (b) the mnner in which new ideas and practices can be transmitted« 
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C, Agronomic Considerations in Fertilizer Use 
The very rapid increase in the use of fertilizer in lova itself is 
evidence that facts regarding its use existed and that there was a strong 
laotivating force in the adoption of the inforsetion. 
The Agricultural Experiment Station at Iowa State College has over 
the past decade oondueted hundreds of exparimsnts on fertiliser usage on 
all the major upland soil areas for the principal crops grown in the 
state. These studies included investigations of the kind; timei rate and 
method of fertilization# The Experimsnt Station (l6) reports that pro­
fitable returns from the use of fertilizer can be obtained on many soils 
in the state for corn} siaall grain^ legumes and in bromsgrass seed pro­
duction, Current publications (2, 6, 7, 27, 29) are distributed widely 
to Iowa farmers and include reoommsndations for fertilisser use on differ­
ent crops under different systems of soil management* 
Maldrm, gi distinguished between nine soil areas in Iowa in 
making certain general fertiliaer recommendations. At the sams time they 
recognize there are wide variations in fertilisser response within each of 
the soil areas. General guides to fertiliaer use are given tiy crops for 
the different soils and past nanageaiBnt or fertility levels, however, they 
urge that soil tests be used for specific fertilizer recommendations. 
Meldrum, gl. (2?) not only considered the pi^sical response data 
in making fertilizer suggestions, but were cognizant of the economic 
factors which affect the profitability to individual faraars. They writes 
• 0 • « In deciding the most profitable level of fertiliaer 
application on any crop, two iiqjortant criteria must be 
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considersd. The first is that us the riito of fsrtiliaer appli­
cation per acre is increased beyond a point, each additional 
unit gives a saullar iacrease in prodaction. This is called 
the diminishing rate of return. If there are no alternative 
uses of the capital being used as feriilizer, then it would be 
applied at the level where the cost of the last unit of ferti­
liser equals the value of the increaaed production froiu the 
last mlt» 
If there are alternative uses in the farm business of the capi­
tal and labor used in applying fei'tiliaer, the level of appli­
cation will be determined by the returns from the alternative 
»»«e9s o» 
Helson and Meldrum (29) state that every 2 or 3 pounds of nitrogen 
up to 20 or 30 pounds per acre will usually increase oat yields by one 
bushel. They report also that in 15 out of 19 locations in western Iowa, 
i^eat yields were increased by an average of 6e6 bushels par acre, and 
that in addition to increasing yields the protein content was also iia-
proved. Flax and barley were reported to respond well to nitrogen ferti­
lizer. 
Dumerdl (?) reporting on nitrogen use for corn in Iowa generalises 
that profitable responses are obta3jied on corn following grass sod, and 
on corn two years or more away from a legume meadow providing tha rate of 
planting is iidjustsd to the fertility level end other plant nutrients are 
not deficiont. For 20, 40» and 80 pounds of nitrogen applied on third 
year corn hs reports &n average net increase in return from fertiliaar 
of 110.90, |1$.80 and $18,10 after deducting the cost of the fertilizer 
and cost of application (for a particular price situation). He also re­
ports that carry-over response is often substantial when the larger aiaounts 
of nitrogen are used. In experiments where 60 pounds of nitrogen were 
used on com, the following oat crop yields were increased froa 3 to 16 
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bushels per aore« Qb tha same fields, 20 pounds of nitrogen applied at 
the time of oat seeding increased yields of oats from none to 18 bushels 
per acre. DuBenil concludea that approxinataljr one-fourth of th® moderate 
to heavy rates of nitrogen applied to com is left over for the next year 
on the siddium to heavy textured soils. 
Pesek and Duaanil (31) discuss the laininiura and aaslsium fertilizer 
rate recoiasendations to farmers. They point out that vdiere fertiliaer 
needs are shown soil tests, the miniraura practical rates usually' give 
the greatest return per dollar invested. They suggest that Eaxiinum rates 
occur at that point liiiere the crop/fertiliser transformation ratio is 
equal to the fertilizer/crop price ratio. They illustrate these points 
from experimsnts i^ere starter fertilizer used on com at the rate of 
85 pounds of 6-24.-0 per acre returned the greatest return per dollar 
invested ($3tO0 for each ll.OO invested) vhile the addition of 240 pounds 
of 33—0-0 made nearly four tines as much profit per acre. 
In the period 19^6 to 1954# nearly 360,000 soil saH?jles have been 
tested by the Iot.® State College Soil Testing Laboratory (10)» % care­
ful calibration of the laboratory soil tests with field response, the 
large number of sjunples has imde it possible to project the needs on an 
area basis (8). Specific recommendations on fertilizer use have been made 
to an estimated 90,000 fawisrs for approximately 3»600,000 million acres 
of land. The technique of providing general fertilizer suggestions on 
an area basis and specific reconmendation based on soil tests has been 
useful in acquainting not only farmers but fertilizer dealers as well in 
understanding soil fertility needs. 
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In 1950} staff members of lovra State College estisated the laaximum 
crop produotlon capacity for Iowa based on the several independent con­
trollable factors which could contribute to imia-oved crop yields iUi 13» 
17)» These estiimtes indicated that com yields could be profitably 
increased from the present average of 50 bushels per acre to 85 bushels 
per acre under the assumption of superior management, average vaather 
and the prevailing price relationship. The study credited lime and 
fertilizer for one-third of this increase with fertilizer providing for 
the greatest increase, nearly 10 bushels of the 35 bushel increase as a 
state average. Tha estiaated quantities of fertilizer constituents 
needed for maxinmm production of com and other crops was estimted to 
be 82,858 tons of nitrogen, 268,610 tons of and 90,242 tons of KgO# 
Consumption in 1950 was estimated to be 14,000 tons of nitrogen, 48>000 
tons of PgOj, and 13»000 tons of 1^0, In oi^er to achieve maximuia pro­
duction it was estimated that nitrogen consumption would be increased 
six times, phosphoric acid (^*205) 5e5 times, and potash (K^O) 7.1 times. 
Efficient and expanded use of fertilizer in the present period is 
obviously related to the substantial progress made in the many separate 
phases of crop production. Many examples can be given of this. Hybrid 
corn and improved small grain varieties provides higher per acre yield 
as well as many other desirable characteristics in crop production. The 
development of insecticides, fungicides and herbicides has provided a 
means for nfflrs effective control of insects, disease and weeds. The aare 
widespread use of improved tillage and erosion control practices has 
resulted in conserving soil and moisture and in turn increasing crop 
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yields. The timeliness of farm operations as wall as more adequate 
machinsry for specific tasks has resulted from more mechanization in 
agriculture. The use of more and an improved quality of limeBtone has 
made fertilizer laore effective as wall as providing other benefits. 
Increasing the plant population of com on a higher level of soil ferti­
lity, is a practice which provides opportunity for higher yields. Agrono­
mists have recognized that these and other proven crop production and soil 
management practice provide the basis for profitable use of fertilizer. 
As a matter of fact only by giving attention to these practices can 
fertilizer be used most efficiently and profitably® 
Thus, fertilizer suggestions and recominendations to Io\fa farffisrs 
through the Agricultural Extension Service and other educational and 
sales' groups have been supported by evidence of need and profit considera­
tions through published raaterials widely distributed. How well this 
isnowledge is accepted and adopted by Iowa fanners is known only in the 
rate at which fertilizer use has increased. 
As has been stated, economic considerations are a strong motivating 
force, let if this process was the only basis of acceptance, improved 
practices would be adopted as rapidly as their aconomic considerations 
could be demonstrated. Although one might question the adequacy of the 
economic considerations, nevertheless, there is no doubt that a consider­
able lag occurs bettraen the time practices are found to be profitable and 
the time they are adopted by farmers. 
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D, The Process of Communioation of Ideas 
FarmartJ cannot make intelligent decisions in the use of fertilizer 
unless the channals of communication are open so that they have full 
access to the available knowlsdgs on fertilizer use. At the same tiioe 
an understanding of the process of the flow of ideas from the source 
to the uaor is important to the educator. Therefore, we now turn to the 
consideration of the process of communication of ideas. 
The diffusion of ideas as a problem of communication has been studied 
by nuiaerous investigators. Opportunities for this have been provided 
because of tha numerous findings which have benefited agriculture during 
the past generation. The inquiries have as their objective to determine 
the effectiveness of the varioua communication media available and being 
used by the many federal, state and private organizations and groups who 
seek to secure adoption of a particular practice or methodo 
It should be recognized at the outset that the adoption of a new 
practice or method is not a unit act. The nature of this process is 
indeed complex. Not only is there a time difference from practice "aware­
ness" to practice "adoption" for different practices but there is con­
siderable variation for different individuals adopting the same practice 
with respect to the time requiredo Individual groups or organizations 
concerned with the extension of new ideas are concerned with knowing the 
communication media that are important in this complex process. 
For ease of understanding, and analysis, it is in^wrtant to classify 
the various elements that affect the diffusion process. The literature 
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provides a basis for a systeraatie approach# Thsse elements includes 
(a) the coMinication media which are influsntial in securing practice 
acceptance} (b) the stages involved in practice aoceptancej (c) indivi­
dual and group characteristics as they are related to ear line ss of 
practice aoceptancej and (d) the type of practice changes involved. Each 
of these elements will be discussed in more detail. 
1. Oommunioatipn mgdia 
The diffusion channels can be grouped into four broad areas: mass 
msdia, agricultural agency groups, other farmers, and salesmen and 
dealers, l^ass media includes newspapers, magazines, journals, bulletins, 
radio and television all of which may be termed an indirect or impersonal 
contacts. Agricultural agency groups include the Extension Service, 
Vocational AgricuXture Departments, Soil Conservation Service, Farmers 
Home Administration, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation and other 
state and federal agencies that have responsibility to contact farm 
groups# In the min, these types of contacts are direct and personal 
either through farm visits or through meetings, demonstrations, field days 
and other educational aotivities. Other farrasrs include neighbors and 
friends, landlords, business associates and the like. These contacts are 
"over the fence" direct contacts for the most part, Salesnan and dealers 
include any individual or group who has the sales of the product as his 
primary responsibility. 
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Although it is possible to assign oae of the above factors as a 
iTotivating force in praetica adoption, the priraary agent my not be 
identified. For examples county extension workers representing the 
agriciiLtural agency group may ijrite news stories, give radio programs on 
a nev idea, or salesmen or dealers may advertise in newspapers or farm 
journals sM in both instances tho force identified vould be luass Mdiae 
Salesmen, dealers or representatives of agricultural agencies may be 
influential in sstablishii:^ demonstrations on the farm and in this case 
other farmers may be credited as the motivating force. Nevertheless, in 
a broad way, the above grouping is a means to evaluate the different 
approaches that rdght be used to influence practice acceptance. 
2. Stages involved in pfaotice aocentance 
The process of praetica acceptanca (or rejection) involves a number 
of rather distinct stages even though they are not diecontinuous in neture* 
Obviously the first stage of practice acceptance is in avrarenaaa that a 
new practice or method exists. The Individual has only knowledge that 
there is an innovation. With additional information the individual 
develops intarest in the idea. He may gather facts by reading or observing. 
As yet he has laade no decisions relative to his own application or adop­
tion. Thus, the interest stage comes second in this process of practice 
acceptance. 
The third stage may be called a decision making stage. Here the 
individual relates the idee to his own specific situation, evaliates 
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several alternatives as he continues to gather more infonaation on how to 
make the application. The decision rsaking forces are likelyi to vary 
with different ideas and for different individuals. Once the individual 
has decided to apply the practice or method to his own situation he enters 
the trial stage. Often this is done on a saaH seals perhaps to miniiniza 
any of the risk involved. If the trial stage is successful, full aocep-
tance on a large scale as a regular practice takes place. In this instance 
the individual enters the fifth and final stage of aoeeDtance. 
The existence of several coimnunication channels and stages in prac­
tice acceptance poses the question of whether or not one form of conmuni-
cation is not more effective than others at different stages. Hecsnt 
research in this area gives evidence to this hypothesis. In North Caro­
lina, Wilkening (37) studied the importance of communication in the accep­
tance of seven innovations in agriculture. The study attacked the prob­
lems of: (a) comparison of first contacts with contacts for most infor­
mation about this specific practicej (b) relationship of types of contact 
utilized to type of practice adopted} (c) the relationship of type of 
contacts utilized to socio-eoonomic status; and (d) the relationship of 
types of contact through the adoption of approved practices. In brief 
he reports that mass media are relatively aora is^jortant as the first con­
tact for first hearing about new practices than as a factor for influ­
encing adoption. Contacts with other farmers are relatively less iapor-
tant as initial sources of information about new practices than as means 
for influencing adoption. At the same time, agricultural agencies were 
found to be about eqiially important as first sources of information about 
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new practices as contacts for influanciag adoption. Wilkening also found 
that the first farsiara to adopt improved practices in an area tend to be 
most influenced one of the agricultural agencies or mass msdia while 
those adopting practices later tend to be influenced mors by other farmers, 
especially neighbors. 
Hyan and Gross (32) in a study of acceptance of hybrid seed com in 
Iowa likewise concluded that the original communication ssedia by iMch 
farm operators first learned of hybrid corn differed from the media most 
influential in leading them to use it. In this study, however, a most 
important single source of regional knowledge about seed corn was sales-
Bjen# The laost influential madia in adoption was neighbors. They report 
the spread of knowledge and the spread of "conviction" as distinct but 
complimentary forces. Agricultural agencies rank considerable below mass 
media as a source for initial knowledge. 
Lionberger (22) in a study of practice acceptance among low income 
farmers iii Missouri found that farmers who learned of new practices from 
direct sources such as a county agent were more likely to adopt the prac­
tice than those who got the idea from mass media. Marsh and Colerafin (23) 
in a study of thirteen selected farm practicQs in jEentuckj' found ttot more 
farmsrs who had talked with representatives of agricultural agecoies had 
adopted recommended practices than those who had not experienced this 
contact. This was true for all practices. 
Wilson and Trotter (jfi) in 1930 evaluated the effectiveness of a 
series of "clover and prosperity" meetijags end concluded that the indirect 
Influence of farm information from one farm to another explained the 
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adoption of 31^ of all practices changed. Extension news stories ranked 
second \dth 17 per cent. Galls of the Ejrtension office accounted for 12 
per cent} farm visits approximately 10 per centj bulletins 8 per cent. 
Other v/orkers (21, 30, 35) have substantiated the fact that indirect 
sources of information such as newspapers, farm journals, and radio rank 
above the direct sources such as agricultural agencies and commercial 
representatives. 
3.Effect.of type of practice 
There is some evidence that the value of an informational source 
depends on the type of practicea In North Carolina WiUcening (37) found 
that \ik&a the new practice was an improvement on an existing practice, 
neighljors and friends seemed to be most effective. In the case where the 
new practice was not associated with the present farming operation, most 
effective informational source tended to be "outside" ones such as agri­
cultural agencies. 
Farm people may be classified according to their readiness to accept 
new practices or methods. In nearly ©very community there are individuals 
who are always the first to accept new ideas. Wilkening (38) termed the 
earliest adopters coramunity innovators as opposed to neighborhood inno­
vators who accept the practice somewhat later. The former derive their 
contacts from outside sources, perhaps from other counties or even other 
states. The comniimity innovator is willing to accept an untried idea as 
compared to the later adopters who require additional evidence before 
accepting. 
Bohlen, §],, (l) refers to the successive groups who adopt fara 
practicea as followas (a) innovator, (b) early adopters, (c) inforajal 
leaders, (d) majority, and (a) the non-adopters. The subcommittee charac­
terizes each group® Generally speaking the more education an individual 
has the mors likely hs is to be an early adopter or innovator. Early 
adopters are usually younger than the informal leaders, the majority and 
non-adopters. The innovator is slightly older than the early adopters and 
is usually a well established farmer not eoncsrnad about the statiis in 
his comniunity. The more frequent contacts an individual has throiigh mass 
asBdia, agricultural agencies ai^d coniHunity groups the earlier a practice 
is likely to be adopted. 
5. Status factor raj-a-^^ionsl^ips 
A n'UEber of research workers (5, 9, 21, 32, 37) have found that edu­
cation, income, size of farm and farm ownership are positively correlated 
with the adoption of new farm practices. At the saaia time, tenure was 
not associated with the earliness of adoption of hyta-id seed corn ;ln lowaj 
(32). 
Studies associating age with practice adoption have bean less con­
vincing. Ryan and Ciross (32) found that youthfulness was related to 
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earliness of adoption of hybrid corn whereas Wilkenlng (37) and Golsmn 
(5) found no consistent rBlationship. 
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III. METHOD OF PROOBDOBE 
The priaary data for this study wre collected fey personal interview 
and recorded in the presence of the farm operator on a schedule previously 
determined. The interview schedule was prepared in the Spring of 1953 
with the assistance of staff members of the Agronoiiy, Economics and Soci­
ology, and Statistics Department of lovfa State College together with staff 
members of the Agricultural Economics Branch, Tennessee Valley Authority, 
A three day training school was held for fifteen interviewers on 
June 15, l6, and 17. Almost all of the interviewing was completed by 
July 1, 1953. 
The state of Iowa was considered the universe for this investigation# 
Independent estimates for each of the nine soil areas in the state were 
made possible by considering these soil areas separately in the sample 
design, (Fig, 8) Bach soil area was delineated following township 
boundaries; where a county was not entirely in a soil area the number of 
farms within each area was extrapolated from the 1950 census. Since 
relevant census data are not published on a township basis, the number of 
farms for each township was assumed to be the township average for the 
county. 
Following soil areas and township boundaries, 150 strata of approxi­
mately equal size in number of farms (on the average, 1355 farms) were 
created throughout the state. From each of the strata two area sampling 
units (18) of expected size, two farms were drawn at random. All zones, 
open country, rural place, and urban, were sampled. Farms in naral place 
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and urban locations were idantifled with open country sampling units lying 
contigtious to the places. The area sampling units were one-half to one 
and one-half square miles in area. 
of eansua far; 
MoaJSLjikgk 
1 43,519 32 64 
2 30,940 23 46 
3 16,153 12 24 
U  36,227 27 54 
14»821 n 22 
5 20,411 15 30 
6 15,097 n 22 
7 10,966 8 16 
8 jLim 
Total 203,159 150 300 
® A segment is a sampling unit designated in the sample. 
This stratified random sample design with a constant sampling rate 
of 1/338.6 permits unbiased estimates for each soil area or any combina­
tion of soil areas, Ify multiplying the sample total by the inverse of the 
sampling rate, 33S«6« 
Intervievers identified farms in the san^sle by means of 13ie head­
quarters rule, % this method each farm had one and only one chance of 
being included in the sample. 
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The total number of farms in the sample is 532. Information on 478 
of the 532 designated for interview was elicited. Field substitutions 
from the nearest farm, not in the sangjle area, were made for 43 farms on 
which information was not obtainable at the time of the field work. 
Reasons for substitutions ware (a) not at home after three calls, (b) 
illness, (c) refusals (less than 1 per cant of the total). The remaining 
11 farms were either improperly identified or the interviewer could not 
obtain a proper substitution for them. Information from the fanner in 
the same or adjoining segmsnts were randomly selected for duplication 
in the tabulation of the data for these 11 farias. These figures represent 
a completion rata of 90 per cent of the originally-designated farms, and 
98 per cent of the farms including those requiring the application of 
the substitute rule. 
A, Estimation and Reliability 
Unbiased estimates of the stats totals are obtained by multiplying 
any of the saniple totals by the inverse of the sampling rate, 338.6i 
A 150 2 
I « 338,6 ^ ^ J 
i = 1 j = 1 ^ 
A 
vhere T, for example, could be the estimate of the total number of farms 
in Iowa, the total number of farms in the segment of the i^^ 
stratum. 
The estimated variance of this estimate is obtained from the within 
strata mean square in an analysis of variance. 
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To estimate averages a ratio estiaator is used: 
-  A  A  
X = Tj^/T : 
A 
where, for example, x could be the estimated aorees per farm, T, the esti-
A 
raated total acres of land in farms, and the estimated total number of 
farms. 
The astimated variance of this estimator may be obtained through the 
use of an analysis of variauoa and covariance. 
The following is an ssample of estimates and relative sampling errors 












Number of farms 532 180,135^ 2.59 170,804 -
189,466 
Acres in farm 102,026 34,546,004^ 3.74 31,961,962 -
37,130,046 
^Obtained by multiplying the sample totals by the inverse of the 
sampling rate, 338.6. 
^Computed by the use of Analysis of Variance for a stratified ran­
dom sample. 
"^he 95% confidence limits are calculated: Estimate t (2) {R»S»E»/S) 
(Estimate). For example, ve are 955^ confident that the interval 
170,804 - 189,466 includes the "true" total number of fsriBS in Iowa. 
^In this study, all the land opsratad by one person or partnership 
was defined as one farm if the land was in Iowa. Since the esti-
mate of 34»546,004 acres in farm agrees so closely with the 1950 
census figure of 34>264,639 it is feasible that the discrepancies 
between the 1953 3\xrvey estLiiate of 180,135 farms and the 1950 
census figure, 203,159, are due to differences in definition and 
the 0Qnt3,nu^l consolidation of farms. 
•^For further estimtes nnd reliability, see Appendix tables 25 to 31. 
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In the estimation of a total, such as the total number of farms in 
Iowa, the following estimate is used; 
^ i 150 2 
Ts 300 ^ ^ X 
1 = 1 J s 1 
A 
where T is tha estimate of the total, K is the total number of sampling 
units in the inverse, is the number of segments in the i^^ stratum 
and Xj^j is the total number of farms in the segment of the i''"^ stratum. 
The estimated variance of this estimator isi 
2 y (T) s 300 
where N is the total number of sampling units in the universe, s^ is 
computed using the following formula where is the mean for the i^^ 
stratum. 
l!50 2 
^ ^ (x^j - x^) 
2 i a 1 j « 1 ^ 
(n^ - l) 
S B 
150 
i a 1 
The estiiaate of the relative sampling error of T is 
/\ /V //N A 
Zj •" R.S.E. (T) f -
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In a ratio estiraatej such as the average number of acres per farm in 
loiffi, the foilowing ostiroata is used? 
150 2 
A ^ £ X . 
z = 
150 2 
^ Z ^  j s 1 
whera z is tha estimate of the average nuiaber of acres per farm, is 
the total number of acres in the segment of the i'^^ stratum and 
is the total number of farms in the segmenta The estimated varianoes 
of this estinstor iss 
A A  A  ^  ^  A A  A A A  
V (.) (a)2 IM . ' "'1 
(Ij)^ (12)^ ?2 
A A 
where is the estimate of the total number of acres in Iowa, Tg is the 
estimate of the total number of farms in Iowa, and the veriances are ob-
A A A . 
tained in a similar manner as the previous case. Gov T2J is computed 
using the following fornrulat 
150 2 
Gov (T, Tg) s i = l J = 1 ^ ^ 
300 150 
^ (n. - 1) 
i : 1 
The estimate of the relative sampling error isJ 
A. /\ / A 
= /j_W R.S.E. (a) 
A z 
The "error" covered by the sampling errors is due to sampling vari­
ation and does not allow for errors that might be introduced by 
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interviewing tachniques, failure to follov instructions, srrors in aodingj 
errors in recording, ate. 
Some items also have what is tamed "memory" Mas» Asking a respondrat 
to raoall events that happened during a period of a year creates a recall 
problemj in some cases a respondent will overestimate, while in other 
cases he will underestimate the true value. 
Some error may be introduced by the nature of the question. For 
instance, incorass are usually reported lower than they actually are ~ a 
discrepancy \Mch carosot be wholly accounted for by a memory bias, but is 
often due to a deliberate attempt to avoid revealing a fact regarded per­
haps as highly "personal". 
The interviewer may cause a bias siiaply ty emphasizing certain words 
in a question, or in probing for an answer my reword a question so that 
it actually isn't the same question origina2.1y put into the questionnaireq 
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CT, FIRDIHGS 
Ae General Gharaotsristics of Fertilizer Users and Non-Users 
Although fertilizer us© has increased greatly in lova in the last 
decade, it is still much below that recommended by agronomists and econo­
mists, and that amount recognized by successful farmerso This lass than 
optimum use or lack of use on many farms is due to mny factors. These 
include; lack of information on fertilizer response, form of infornation 
available on fertilizers, cultural and social factors affecting beliefs 
regarding fertilizer as an improved practice, level of fornal education, 
farming experience, esperience vith fertilizer, tenure arrangement, 
available capital end capital rationing. 
In order to understand soma of these restrictions on fertilizer use, 
som® general characteristics of farmers who do and do not use fertilizer 
were studiade A summary of this data is presentad in Table 1« Users and 
non-users of fertilizer are compared with respect to size of farm, tenure, 
owned capital, age, years of farming esparience, education and beliefs 
with respect to fertilizer use. 
Approximtely 69 per cent of the farmers in lova vera fertilizer 
users in 1953* A fertilizer user could be characterized generally as 
having more capital, a larger farm, the benefit of more years of educa­
tion, fewer years of farming e:^rienca and being somewhat younger than 
the non-user. 
A6 
Fertilizer users operated larger farms. On the average thajr ware 
204, acres in size (Table l), whereas the non-user's farms averaged 165 
acres. The percentage of fertilizer users tends to increase with farm 
size. (Fig, 9), The proportion of fertilizer users was nearly twice as 
great in the size group greater than 259 acres as in the groups less than 
80 acres. The reverse relationship existed for non-users i.e., 29 per 
cent of non-usars operated farms greater than 259 acres1 63 per cent 
operated farms less than 80 acres. 
Considering all owners and all tenants there was no significant 
difference in the percentage using fertilizer (Table 2), Within the owner 
groups, however, a significantly greater proportion of part owners than 
full owners used fertiliser! Similarly in the renter group a signifi­
cantly higher proportion of the livestock share renters than either crop 
share or cash share renters used fertHiaer. It is possible that form 
of tenure and farm size Bay be confounded. The largest size fara opera­
tions were operated by part owners and livestock share renters, 259 and 
230 acres respectively. 
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Table 1, General characteristics of fertilizer users and 
non-usare in Iowa 
Number or percent 
Characteristics 
Users^ Hon-users All farmers 
Number in san^jlo 365 167 532 
Average size farm (acres) 20A 165 192 
Percent owners or part-owners 56 56 56 
Per cent ranters U 44 
Average owned capital (dollars)^ 31,751 19,807 28,002 
Average age of operator 43 49 45 
Average years farming experience 18 22 19 
Education 
Per cent grade school only 48 64 53 
Per cent some high school 45 34 42 
Per cent some college 7 3 6 
Beneficial effect 87 63 80 
Harraful effect 4 10 6 
Effect not known 8 27 14 
fertilizer user was so classified if he used fertilizer in 1952 
or 1953• All other data for 1953® 
^Owned capital is the cash value of the farm (if ovmed), livestocl!:, 
feed supplies, machinery and equipment minus any isortgage or indebtedness* 
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Fig» 9 Size of farm operated by fertilizer users and 
non-users, leva, 1953. 
Table 2® Fertilizer users, and size of farm operation 
ty type of taniare, Iowa, 1953 
Acres 
Tenure Kuniber Fertilizer Per oent in ^res Acres 
of farms users users farm owned rented 
All owners •zri 203 68 183 
Ovmer-operator 231 154. 67 161 161 
Part owner-operator 66 49 74. 259 140 119 
All renters 235 162 69 203 —-
Crop share 115 75 65 201 — 201 
Livestock share 84. 62 74 230 230 
Cash and other 36 25 69 150 150 
All farmers 532 365 69 192 — 
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Fertilizer users tend to be youngar and have less farming ejqjerience 
(Table l). The average age of farmers using fertilizer was 43 years as 
oon^iared to 49 years for the non-user. 
There are more non-users among the beginning farmer group and among 
those idio had farmed for 40 years or longer while the largest percentage 
of users were found in the 10-14 years of farming experience group, 
(Fig, 10) Capital limitations may be the barrier for the beginning farmer 
groiq), whereas the reluctance to accept new ideas may be more important 
for the older group. An increasing proportion of fertilizer users was 
found in the three groups with e^erience from 1 to 4 years, 5 to 9 years, 
and 10 to 14 years. Thereafter additional years of farming experience 
seemed to have less effect on the proportion of users and non-users, 
although there was a study decline with years of farming experience. In 
the aggregate fertilizer users had 18 years of farming experience, while 
the non-users had 22 years. 
The ability of a farm operator to read, understand and evaluate infor­
mation material on fertilizer is expected to be positively associated with 
his level of education. In order to test this relationship all farm 
operators were divided into three formal educational groupings! grade 
school, high school and college. Each farmer was placed in the highest 
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Fig, 10 Faming experience by fertilizer xiaars and 
non-users, Iowa, 1953• 
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group of his attainment. The proportion of non-users was highest in 
the group having grade school experience only (Table l)»^ 
Fertilizsr users averaged 50 per cent greater ovmed capital than 
non-uaera (Table l)« Although the greater aiBount of capi'tal oyned by 
fertilizer users is no doubt reflected in their larger farms, it is 
significant that the per cent of fertiliser users increases with increasing 
capital (Fig, ll). 
Farmers' attitudes or beliefs about the effects fertiliser would have 
on crop production were investigated to dQtenoine if they were related to 
usage# These attitudes or beliefs were classified into three categories 
depending on whether farmers believed fertilizer had a benefioial, harmful 
or unknown effect on crop production, imong the fertilizer users 87 per 
cent believed that fertilizer had a beneficial effect, while 4 per cent 
believed the effect to be harmful (Table l), Among the non-users 63 per c 
cent believed that fertilizers wars beneficial, 10 per cent thought that 
fertilisers had a hanaful effect and 27 per cant did not know what effect 
fertilizer would have on crop production. The differences in beliefs 
^he showed the difference to be Mghly significant, i.e#, s 
11.S***® Two asterisks mean P^O.Ol} one asterisk means P<0«05e This 
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Fig« 11 Owned capital and fertilizer users 
Iowa, 1953 
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about fertilizer affects betveen users and non-users were highly signi-
•j 
ficant. 
Although 80 per cent of the farmars in the survey considered ferti­
lizer beneficial for crop production, this does not indicate that they 
are all equally convinced about the profitableness of its use. Only 
63 per cent of the non-users believed the practice was beneficial. It 
is apparent that a non-user may believe that for some conditions ferti­
lizer use could be beneficial, but that his soil vould not respond to 
fertilizer treatment. Since only a small group of the non-users had had 
their soil tested it is unlikely that the non-user had full and complete 
information. 
Soil tests for estimating the need of fertilisers were obtained by 
a significantly larger proportion of fertilizer users than non-users 
(38 versus 8 per cent).^ Also a significantly greater proportion of 
fertilizer users had their soil tested for lime needs (44 versus 21 per 
cent).3 
The extensive use of soil tests on inore farms would indicate specific 
needs for the use of fertilizer and undoubtedly would be an influencing 
V s 42.6 
s 50.05*« 
V = 29.96»» 
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factor in getting a©re efficieut use of fertilizer materials as well as 
greater use. 
Soil tests indicate the jsrobability of response to fartiliaei', but 
do not necessarily indicats the absolute rssponss from a given application 
of fertilizer. Since soil teste are calibrated against experimental 
response information, a good estimate of the degres and probability of 
the response can be obtained from their use. Likewise as research infor­
mation is collected from the maiiy soil areas over the years, more satis­
factory estiiuates of yield increases can be obtained. 
Since fertilizer recommendations accoiapany the results of the soil 
tast, farmers were asked whether they had followed these recommendations. 
Eighty-seven per cent of the l6l fertilizer users who had obtained soil 
tests followed recouawndations. Varied reasons ware given for not follow­
ing soil test reooamendations. Some of the reasons were? lack of capital, 
non-sharing of costs by the landlord, the recoaunendation did not apply to 
his situation, or substitution of manure or legume for fertilizer to 
fulfill nitrogen needs. 
Good management and use of barnyard manure has been a recommended 
soil managemsnt practise which Iowa farmers have followed for many years. 
As fertilizer use became a more commonly accepted practice, the opinion 
was expressed non-users particularly—that nanure was mors effective 
than fertilizer in maintaining or increasing fertility. The ingjlication 
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is that manure can substitute for fertilizer. To ascertain whether there 
was any difference between fertilizer users and non-users in this respect 
all farmers were asked how many loads of barnyard manure was produced 
annually on their farm. This averaged 224 loads per year for the ferti­
lizer users and 169 loads per year for the non-users. Since the ferti­
lizer users had larger farms on the average than the non-users, the ratio 
of loads per acre is more meaningful. This ratio amounted to 1.09 for 
the fertilizer user and 1.02 for the non-user. Thus, on the average, 
fertilizer users and non-users applied approximately the same amount of 
barnyard manure. 
9. Rate of planting corn 
¥ith higher soil fertility levels, agronomists have pointed out that 
only through higher planting rates can the full rate of return on fertil­
ity investment be realized. All farmers were asked vfcat rate their com 
was planted. Fertilizer users on an average planted their corn at a 
heavier rate, 15,280 planta per acre compared to 10,970 for the non-users. 
Knowledge of the fertiliser grade is necessary for intelligent use 
of fertilizer materials. A question was put to all farmers to determine 
their understanding of the fertiliser grade. Sixty-two per cent of the 
fertilizer users had cor!5)let9 understanding of the fertilizer grade, 
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vheraaa only 16 per cent of the non-users had the saiaa undarstanding 
(Fig, 12). In addition, 14 per cant of tho users and 10 per cent of the 
non-users had partial knowledge 'which for the siOBt part ms a recogni­
tion of nitrogen—nitrogen phosphate combinations* 
It is significant that nearly one-foiirth of the fertilizer users 
have no knowledge of a fertilizer grade - or at least cannot identify 
grades and formulas with respect to plant food content. Obviously they 
must depend on soma other person such as the salesmn, dealer, landlord, 
or farm sianager to correctly intrepret their needs. Educational agenciss 
as wall as the fartiliasr industry raay find this an important area in 
bringing about more efficient use of fertilizer materials. The high 
percentage of non-users (74 par cent) who had no knowledge of the ferti­
lizer grade is also notable« 
Ten per cent of the farmers wiio used fertilizer in 1952 did not use 
fertilizer in 1953* A large proportion of the group vera tenants who gave 
reasons which indicated either the landlord would not share costs with 
theia or that they would not share costs with the landlord who had paid all 
the cost in 1952# lack of response, and capital shortage were laentioned 
by others for their failure to continue fertilizer usage in 1953'» 
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UNDERSTANDING OF FERTILIZER 










Fig, 12 iiiowledgs of fertilizer grade fertilizer users 
and non-users, Iowa, 1953 
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B« Informational Sources Important in Fertilizer Moption and AccQptance 
Li—Iastors-iaflustieing. initial 
All fertilizer users were asked the question, "Iftiat one thing mors 
than anything olse caused you to start using fertilisar?" The replies 
are suamriaed in Fig# 13. 
Over one-half of the farmers now using fertilizer credit neighbors, 
friends, landlords, or other farjraers as the cjost important causative 
f&ctor in adopting the uae of fertilizer. This does not preclude the 
possibility that thsy had informtion froia other souroes, but it does 
reflect the in^wrtant contact or Hiedium which they rssalled in arriving 
at their decision. 
Mass media are generally recognized as a vary Important prirasry 
source of information on new fertiliaers. In this study, one-fifth of the 
farraers using fertilizer indicated that they were motivatsd to use ferti­
lizer by this msanst Of the 20 per cent crediting mass insdia, four-fifths 
olaiiaed farra magazines, farm journals, and daily papers as the Jiiost Impor­
tant sources influencing their use of fertilizer. One-fifth of ths mass 
jnsdia group indicated the most important source was bulletijns and other 
published .material by Iowa State College. 
About 8 per cant of the farmers adopted fertiliser after attending 
fertilizer field days, fertiliser-yield demonstrations, or general ferti­
liser inforimtion msetings, A slightly larger group indicated that first 
hand esgperiance on their hoas ffiria obtained before they started fanning 
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Fig« 13 Most important source of information influencing 
the initial use of fertiliser by farmers in Iowa 
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themselves was the prime laotivating factor in adopting the use of ferti­
lizer. Pour par oent of the users gave the fertilizer dealer andl aales-
isen credit for getting them to use fertilizer# 
Certain notions can be dravm from a general grouping of all ferti­
lizer users} howavsr, only through an examination of the status of these 
fertilizer users can one begin to understand the forces which influence 
the acceptance of this particular practice. Among these factors are 
education, fertilizer experience, years of farming experience, tenure, 
size of faria, and capital position. 
s. Educational.exparience. For those faraiers having grade school 
education only, the moBt important original source of information on 
fertilizer use was other farmers (62 per cent) (Table 3)« The farmer 
^oups having sem high school education, high school education and some 
college education also credited this source as most important (52, 56 and 
klr per oent, raspeotivaly). Those having soma college education credited 
the acceptance of fertilizer use to a greater extent to articles in farm 
magazines, newspapers, bulletins, and mterials from Iowa State College 
(44 per cent). Fertilizer salesmen or dealers were a more important 
source of informstion among those with a grade school education (6 per 
oent) than those with high school or college training. 
b. Yaars of fertilizer experienoe. Thirty-four per cent of the 
fertilizer users have had fertilizer use exparienoe extending beyond an 
eight-year period. (Table 4). Those idio started using fertilizer in the 
Table 3, Percentage distribution of fertilizer users according to most important 












Number reporting (175) (50) (115) (25) (365) 
Percentage 100 100 100 100 100 
Noticed better stands on other farms 33.1 38.0 35.7 12.0 33.2 
Other farmers told about higher yields 28.6 14.0 20.0 32,0 24.1 
Reading articles in farm magazines and papers 14.3 18.0 16.5 32,0 16.7 
Experience on home farm before starting on o^m 9.2 80O 9.6 4.0 8.8 
Attending field days and demonstrations 1.7 10.0 7.8 4.0 4.9 
Fertilizer salesman or dealer 5.7 2.0 2.6 0 3.8 
Attending meetings by county extension personnel 1.7 6.0 4.4 0 3.0 
Readina bulletins. Farm Science and other materials 
from Iowa State College 2.3 0 1,7 12.0 2.5 
Heard program on radio or television 1.7 0 0 0 0.8 
Did not remember 1.7 4.0 1.7 4.0 2.2 
®Ghi square test of independence in an RxC table iras applied to the above data. Ghi square = 
45.32. Significant dependence at the 5 per cent level. 
Table 4.. Percentage distribution of fertilizer users according to the most important 
original source of information and years of fertilizer experience® 
Years of fertilizer exosrience 
1 - 3  
years 




& over Total 
Jfuiabar reporting 114 127 124 365 
Percentage 100 100 100 100 
Noticed better stands on other farms 28.9 33.1 37.1 33.2 
Other farmers told about higlier yields 36.0 16.5 21.0 24.1 
Reading articles in farm magazines and papers 11.4 22.1 16.2 6.7 
Exper'ience on hone farm before starting on own 5.3 8.7 12.1 8.8 
Attending field days and demonstrations 6.1 5.5 3.2 4.9 
Fertilizer salesman or dealer 7.9 0.8 3.2 3.B 
County extension meetings 0 5.5 3.2 3.0 
Reading bulletins, Farm Science and other materials 
from Iowa State College 0.9 
Heard program on radio or television 1.8 









^Ghi square test of independence in en RxG table was applied to the above data. Chi 
41.43. Slgnifleant dependence at the 1 per cent level. 
square = 
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last three years (most recent acceptors) credited other farmers who told 
about higher yields as the laost important single factor in the acceptance 
of fertilizer use (36 per cent). In general, the influence of neighboring 
farmers on the acceptance of fertilizer use was the most important factor 
regardless of length of fertilizer experience. Eleven per cent of the 
farmers vith tlffse years or less fertilizer experience credited magazines, 
newspapers, and farm Journals as the primary source in fertilizer accep­
tance, whereas those with mora fertiliser experience credited mass media 
more frequently, 
•0. • Years of farming experienca. Farmers were divided into three 
main groups baaed on years of farming experiences (a) those with nine 
years or less of farming experience, a group who began farming following 
World War II| (b) another group with ten to nineteen years experience who 
had faroBd largely through a period of generally rising prices5 and (c) a 
group who had farmed for twenty years or more. This third group had had 
farming experience during an economic depression. In this latter group 
approxiBBtely one-lialf had had thix'ty years or more of farming experience. 
As might be expected, those vho had farmed for a period of less than 
ten years were influenced to a greater degree by their home farm experi­
ence (11 par cent) than those who had farmed for a longer period (7 per 
cent) (Table 5)» ^ the same time fertilizer salesmen or dealers seemed a 
greater influance among the farmers with more experience (8 per cent). 
Those farmers with more farming experience credited meetings bjf county 
extension personnel. (6 per cant as compared to 1 and 2 per cant). 
Table 5o Percentage distribution of fertilizer users according to tha nrost important 
original source of information and years of farming experience® 
Years of fanning escpsrience 
1-9 
years 
10 - 19 
years 
20 years 
& over Total 
Number rejwrting 115 106 144 365 
Percentage 100 100 100 100 
Noticed better stands on other farms 33.1 38.7 29.2 33.2 
Other farmers told about higher yields 28e7 16«0 26p4 24.1 
Reading articles in farm magazines and jjapers 15.7 21.7 13,9 16.7 
Experience on home farm before starting on omi 11 ®3 8.5 6e9 8.8 
Attending field days and demonstrations 6.1 5.7 3.5 4.9 
Fertilizer salesman or dealer 0 1.9 8.3 3o8 
Attending meetings ty county extension personnel 1.7 0.9 5.5 3.0 
RBadiner bulletins. Farm Science and other materials 
from loTija State College 1.7 3a8 2.1 2.5 
Heard program on radio or television 0 0 2.1 0,8 
Did not remember 1.7 2.8 2,1 2,2 
®Ghi Square test of independence in an RkC table vas applied to the above data, 
35»05» Significant dependence at tha 1 per cent level. 
Ohi square = 
cr-VJX 
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d. Tsnvire. Other fanasrs wars a mora important sourca of informa­
tion among renters than among oyner-oparators (65 vs. 51 per cent), 
Ovmsr-oparators credited faria magazineo, ejctension msetings, and bulletins 
aa a more important source than did renters (28 vs. 15 per cent) (Table 6). 
The fertilizer salesmn was also credited more frequently by the owner-
operator than by renters (6 vs. 1 per cent). 
9«-Size, of farate The farmer owning the larger farms credited 
papers, bulletins, radio, television and meetings as a relatively mora 
ingjortant causative factor influencing his acceptance of the fertilizer 
practice (Table 7). Those who farmed the smaller units credited the 
fertilizer dealer and salesman as a relatively more in^rtant source. 
At the same time the dependence on other farmers for all groups was 
the most important single causative factor with 55» 62, 62, and 58 per 
cent respectively for increasing farm siae groups. 
f-« Capital position. Fertilizer users who owned capital above 
130,000 gave relatively less credit to other farmers as a reason for 
starting to use fertilizer than those farmers with less than i|30,000 
owned capital (Table 8). Of interest is the indication that farmers 
under $10,000 owned capital were more likely to credit what other farmers 
told them about fertilizer use than their own observation. .All other 
capital groups credited i&at they had seen on other farms as the most 
important motivating force in adopting the use of fertiliser. The group 
with highest capital is the only one that credited radio and television 
Table 6, Percentage distribution of fertilizer tisers according to most important 
original soiirce of infomiation tenure groups® 
Tenure 






Mumber reporting 203 162 365 
Percentage 100 100 100 
Noticed better stands on other farms 32.5 33.9 33.2 
Other farmers told about higher yields 18.3 31.6 24.,1 
Heading articles in farm magazines and papers 19.2 13-6 16,7 
Experience on home farm before starting on own 7.4. 10.5 8.8 
Attending field days and demonstrations 4-.9 4..9 -4.9 
Fertilizer salesman or dealer 5.9 1.2 3.8 
Attending meetings by county extension personnel 5.4 0 3.0 
Reading biilletins. Farm Science and other nsterials 
from Iowa State College 2.9 1.8 2.5 
Heard program on radio or television 1.5 0 0.8 
Did not remember 2.0 2.5 2.2 
®Chi sq\iara test of independence in an SxG table was applied to the above data. Chi square = 
25.96. Significant dependence at the 1 per cent level. 
Table 7. Percentage distribution of fertilizer usars according to the most important 
original source of informtion for different faria-sisse groups® 












Htjjuber reporting 81 127 73 64 
Percentage 100 100 100 100 
Noticed better stands on other farms 30.9 37.0 31.5 31«0 
Other farniers told about higher yields 24.7 24.4 30.1 17.8 
Seeding articles in farm magazines and papers 13e6 15.7 19.2 19.0 
Experience on home farm before starting on own 11.1 7.1 13.7 4® 8 
Attending field days and demonstrations 6.2 4.7 1,4 7.1 
Fertiliser salesman or dealer 8,6 3.1 0 3o6 
Attending meetings by county extension personnel 1.2 2.4 4.1 4.8 
Reading biiLlotins, F^na Seiaj^c^ and other materials 
from leva State Oollage 1.2 2.4 0 5.9 
Heard pz*ogram on radio or television 0 0 0 3.6 
I>id not remember 2.5 3.2 0 2.4 
®Ghi square test of independence in an SxC table was applies to the above data. Ghi square — 
40.160 Significant dependence at the 5 per cent level. 
Table 8 ,  Parcsn-taga distribxition of fsrtilizer users according to aiost i-iiiportant 
eoiirce of 5j3formation as affected by capital jjosition® 
Gapital Groups (dollars) 
















Kumber reporting B9 55 78 59 77 358 
Fercsntage 100 100 100 100 100 2D0 
Noticed bettar stands on other fanas 28.1 40.0 32.0 35.6 36,3 33.8 
Other farmers told about higher yields 36.0 18.2 28.2 13.6 16.9 23*8 
Heading articles in farm magazines snd papers 12ai4> 18.2 19b3 16.9 19.5 17.0 
Ezperienca on homa farm before starting on O'wn 10«1 3.6 11.5 6,8 7.8 8.4 
Attending field days and demonstrations 5.6 7.3 3.8 3.4 2.6 4.5 
Salasaan or dealer (fertilizer) 0 7.3 2.6 11.9 1.3 3.9 
Attending meatinss by county extension psr'sonnsl 1.1 3.6 0 1.7 9.1 3.1 
Beading bulletins, Farai g.clg^ca and other 
materials from Iowa State College 2,2 0 1.3 8.5 1.3 2.5 
Heard program on radio or television 0 0 0 0 3.9 0,8 
Did not rsraembsr 1.8 1.3 1.7 1.3 2.2 
^GM. square test of independence in an RxC table was applied to the above data. Chi square sr 
67-14-t. Significant at 5 per cent level. 
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as a reason for starting to use fertilizer. This group also credited 
meetings lay county extension personnel much higher than other capital 
groups. Field days and demonstrations were relatively ii8>re important to 
fariaers in the tvo lovest capital groups, 
2..-. S.elBi3.te<L.iii£ormt.lQii.aom-ca_for..a new fertilizer 
One of the purposes of this study ms to identify the sources of 
information Iowa fertilizer users would depend on when a new fertilizer 
is placed on the market« Although the question involved a nev fertilizer 
product, all resjwndents had had some experience in fertilizer use. 
The question asked farmers was as followss "If you heard of a 
new fertilizer that has relatively low cost and is very effective in 
increasing crop yields, where would you seek inforitetion about its use?" 
Minety per cent of the 365 fertilizer users identified one or more sources 
of information they would select (Fig, U,)* 
Forty-four per oent of fertilizer users indicated that Iowa State 
College was their main source of information. Grouped in this category 
in the order of frequency nansd were replies such as the county agent, Iowa 
State College, county extension service, and experiment station. 
The Farm Bureau was designated hs" nearly 16 per cent of the fertilizer 
users as their first choice as a source of inforimtion on a nev fertilizer. 
Inasmuch as the County Farm Bureau was the legal sponsoring organization of 
the County Extension Service in Iowa, at the time of the survey, this 
might appropriately be added with the Iowa State College, This would 
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Landlord, neighbors, friends 
Magazines & newspapers 
All other sources 
Did not know 






Fig, 14. Relative importance of jmin sources of information 
fertilizer users would seek on a nev fertilizer 
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indicate that a total of 60 par oant of the fertilizer users would look 
to the organizations or the representatives of Iowa State College as their 
source of informtion on new fertilisers. 
Fertilizer daalsrs and salssmen ware selected 12 per cent of the 
users as their main source of infonaation on new fertilizers. The Ito-
duction and Marketing Administration, (now called the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service) Soil Conservation Service, and 
vocational agriculture instructors in total accounted for slightly less 
than the fertilizer dealers and salesmen. While over 50 per cent of 
these saaie farmers credited their landlord, neighbors, and friends as a 
causative factor in starting to use fertilizer, only 4. per cent said 
they would go to the same group for information on a new fertilizer just 
about to be placed on the markets 
Ifegazines and newspapers were considerably less isgwrtant as a source 
of additional inforaation under these conditionso This suggests that 
mass media's biggest role would have been played in the announcement phases 
of the new practice# 
Status factors Including education, years of fertilizer experience, 
years of farming experience, tenure, farm size and capital position were 
studied for effect on the source of information selectedj however, only 
educational experience and tenure were foxmd to be significant. 
a. Sducational status. The informational source selected is 
associated with the educational experience of the farmer (Table 9). Two-
thirds of the farinsrs who had completed hi^ school and over four-fifths 
Table 9« Percentage distribution for source of information fertilizer users would 












Number rajjorting 175 50 115 25 365 
Percentage 100 100 100 100 100 
lovja Stats College 39.4 36.0 47.8 80.0 44*4 
County Farm Bureau 14-. 9 16.0 19.1 8.0 15.9 
Fertilizer dealer or salesiaan lAo3 6,0 13.9 4.0 12.3 
Production Marketing Mministration Office lOoO 0.9 0 4.7 
landlord, neighbors, friends 6»3 4c0 1.7 0 4.1 
Soil Conservation Service 5.2 4.0 1.7 0 3.6 
14iagazines and newspapers •i o 3" 2.0 4.4 4»0 2»4 
Other 1.1 4.0 3.5 0 2.2 
Vocational Agriculture Departinent 1.7 0 0 0 0,8 
Did not jknow 9.7 18.0 7.0 4.0 9.6 
®^Chi square test of independence in an 
45<.67o Significant dependence at the 5 per 
SxC table 
cent level 
was applied to the 
• 
above data. Chi square -
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of the farinsrs with some collega training indicated Iowa State College 
or the County Farm Bureau as their main source of information on a new 
fertilizero These two groups also identified magazines and newspapers 
more frequently than those with lesser educational experience. 
Those farmers with grade school education and soma h3.gh school would 
seek information at the Production Marketing Administration, Soil Con­
servation Service, or vocational agriculture teachers more often than 
those idth a higher level of formal educational experience* 
b« Tenure. Renters credited Iowa State College as a source of 
information m.ore frequently than did owners and part-owners (Table 10)« 
At the same time, owners identified the Goimty Farm Bureau as a source of 
information to a greater degree than renters. A total of 57 per cent of 
the owners and 65 per cent of the renters credited the college as a source 
of information if the county farm bureaus are considered an educational 
arm of the college. Farm tenants indicated the Production Marketing 
Administration office more often as the main source, while owner-operators 
more frequently indicated magazines and newspapers as a selected source. 
3.> Main sourca of Information; Fertilizer acceptance versus new ferti-
liaaca 
Fig. 15 illustrates the differences between informational sources as 
prinary motivating factor in the initial acceptance of fertiliser use 
versus securing knowledge about a new fertilizer product by present users. 
Table 10. Percantage distribution for soiirce of information fertilizer users 








Number reporting 203 162 365 
Percentage 100 100 100 
Iowa State Collage 37.9 52.5 44*4 
County Farm Bureau 18,7 122 15.9 
Fertilizer dealer or salesasan 13.8 10«5 12.2 
Production Marketing Administration Office 3.0 6,9 4.7 
Landlord, neighbor, friends 3.4. 4.9 4ol 
Soil Conservation Service 4..0 3.1 3.6 
J^gazines and newspapers .^0 0.6 2.4 
Other 2.9 1.2 2,2 
Vocational Agriculture Department 1.0 0.6 0.8 
Did not know 11.3 74 9.6 
®Ghi squiare test of independence in an RxG table was applied to the above datae Chi square -
17»75» Significant dependence at the 5 per cent level. 
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Fig» 15 Comparison of sources responsible for initial use of 
fertilizer and sources used to secure information on 
a new fertilizer 
) 
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Observations of th9 better stands on other farms and hearing about higher 
yields resulting from fertilizer use vere more important to the laasses 
of farmers in the initial acceptance of fertilizer than when inforflfition 
was needed on new fertilizer products. Public agencies such as Iowa State 
College, County Farm Bureaus and O.S.D.A. agencies would be used directly 
for information on a new fertiliser by 69 par cent of the farsare whereas 
only 10 per cent of the farinars credit this group as the causative factor 
in the adoption of fertiliser. Only 5 per cent of the farassrs would look 
to nifisa raedia as a source of inforastion on a new fortilizer# 
The role of fertilizer dealers and saiesiaen increased when farmers 
sought inforraetion on new fertilizer products* Only 4 per cent of the 
farmers using fertilizer credited fertilizer dealers and salesman as the 
priraary source of information leading to the acceptance of fertiliser use# 
However, 12 per cent of the farmers indicated that they would seek infor­
mation from fertilizer dealers and salesmen when they heard of new ferti­
lizer products about to be placed on the market. 
G. Fertilizer Use Practices in Iowa 
For a number of years general fertilizer use recommendations have 
been made to Iowa farmers for each of the principal soil areas. Although 
each soil area consists of many different soil types, a certain general 
similarity idth respect to fertilizer response can be expected within 
each area. It should be reco^sjed, however, that the inherent character 
of the soil, its past management and the crop grown all affect the specific 
7S 
fertility response. Since the soils contained in each of the areas have 
certain general fertilizer requixemsntB, and since general reoomendations 
have been on this basisp the analysis will consider these sane areas 
(Fige 8), The ssmpling rate was miiform over the state} thus, it is 
obvious that e larger number of fertcs would fall in the larger soil areas 
f<nd a correspondingly saaller eanpling error could te expected in those 
larger areaa (Table ll)» 
1. Extent of_far_t.ili.ggr-iig,e. 
Fertiliser use in low was deterniined for each soil area, by plant 
nutrients for each of the msjor crops. Although 62 per cent of the 
farmers rised fertilizer on some crop in 1953 j only 21 per cent of the 
34.5 Hiillion acres of farm land received fertilizer (Table 26, Appendix)o 
Soil areas 1, 2, and 8 had the highest estimated proportion of faraLsnd 
fertilized, the average being 28, 35, and 29 per cent, respectively,t 
Area 3 in Northeast lova ranked fourth in percentage of land fertilized 
with 19 per cent® Seventy-three per cent of the fertilized acres in 
Iowa were found in these four soil areas which comprise 53 per cent of 
the land area and lie for the most part in the north one~half of the 
state* Area ^a and 5 (southveBtern and southern Iowa) had the lowest 
percentage of land fertilized, with 8 and 10 per cent respectively# 
^Earlier it was reported that 69 per cent of Iowa fanners were 
termed "fertilizer users" ^ Aiere they used fertilizer in 1952 and 1953» 
Sixty-two per cent of the farmers used fertilisers in 1953* 
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A comparison of fartiliaer use on land in (a) corn, (b) small grain 
and (c) all other crops in each of the soil areas is presented in Table 11. 
Table 11« Fertilizer use by Iowa farmers on land in com 
small grain and other crops, 1953 










meadow seeding rasadow seeding 
1 121 66 50 34 14 
2 87 86 83 28 18 
3 37 81 81 22 3 
k 88 42 36 11 14 
4a 30 53 27 23 3 
5 44 48 25 27 9 
6 46 50 44 17 4 
7 37 46 40 19 5 
8 42 69 48 50 5 
State 532 62 51 26 11 
The percentage of farmers using fertilizer was highest in areas 2 and 3 
(northeastern lova) and lowest in area 4- (south central and southeastern 
lova). In northeastern Iowa (areas 2 and 3) the percentage of farmers 
using fertilizer was twice as high as in area Ui although these areas are 
contiguous. Soil area 4 is one of the most concentrated livestock feeding 
areas in Iowa and as a result ships in a considerable amount of grain from 
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other areas# More nianura is thus available for use on the cropland. 
I'foreovQr, area has some of the best producing corn land in Iowa with a 
liigh inherent productivity. In general, the percentage farmers using 
fertiliser in northern lova (areas 1, 2, 3s 8) is highar than other parts 
of the state. Although the fertilizer needs of southern Iowa are equal 
or greater than northern Iowa, the southarn Iowa fsrmsrs typically operate 
with less capital and have lower incomes than farmers in northern Iowa. 
Fifty-one per cent of the farmers in Iowa used fertilizer on com in 
1953* Areas 2 and 3 (northeastern Iowa) exceeded the state average with 
83 and 81 par cent respectively. Area 5 (southern Iowa) had the lowest 
percentage of farmers using fertilizer on corn, with 25 per cent. 
About one out of four fariasrs in Iowa fertilized land in small grain 
seeded to legume. In area 8 (northeastern Iowa) and area 1 (north central 
Iowa) 50 and 34 psi* cent of the farmers, respectively, fertilized small 
grain. It is in these two areas where aost of the small grain ia raised 
for cash. The smallest proportion of farsisrs fertiliaing small grain was 
located in east central Iowa (area 4)* Only in southern Iowa (area 5) and 
northwestern Iowa (area 8) did mora farmers fertilize as much of their 
small grain as of their com land, the differences not being appreciable. 
The pronounesd need for phosphate for establishing legume seedings in 
area 5 probably accounts for this pattern in southern Iowa. Over the 
years fertilizer denKJnstrations and recommendations have given particular 
emphasis to the use of phosphate fertilizers. On the other hand, three 
factors appear to influencs small grain fertilization pattern in northwes­
tern Iowa (area 8). These related factors include (a) higher acreage of 
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s!!e11 grain in relation to corn, (b) lower corn to saall grain yield 
ratio and {c) response of legume seedings to phosphate fertilizers® 
Soil area 1, 2, and 4 contain an appreciable number of farjaers who 
fertilize small grain which does not hava s Isgniae saeding, with 14> IS 
and 14 per cent respectively'» 
In Iowa, corn is tha high profit crop. It is grown on about one-half 
the cropland acres, -varying froa 10 to 12 Million acres annually. Saail 
grain, dominantly oats, is grown on about 5.5 nillion acres annually. 
Although oats is often grown as a cash crop, its principal use is to pro­
vide a niurss crop for legume seedings. 
Most farmers grow smll grain as a nurse crop for legumes in the 
pivotal point in the rotation. Where only one year of com is grown 
following a legmne, and or where manure is used, the nitrogen needs are 
reduced* 
Although both com and oats respond well to fertility treatiMnts, 
the economic advantage rests with the com crop# Full returns for ferti­
lizing saiall grain and a leguias seeding may not be realised before one 
and one-half to three years after the fertilizer is applied. Thus the 
farmer who wants returns within the year is more likely to fertilize the 
com crop first. 
As the data on the parcentage of farmers fertiliaing corn and eznall 
graisi suggttst, these two crops were by all odds the principal crops ferti­
lized in 1953 (Tables 11, 12, 26, 28). Sixty-four per cent of all land 
receiving fertilizer in 1953 was on com and 30 per cent was on small, 
grain. About four per cent of the fertilized acreage was in legumes or 
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legume-grass msadows. Lasa than ons-half of one par oent of tha aorea 
fertilized was in permanent pasture. 
Of the farmers in the sample who used fertilizer in 1953, tS per cent 
fertilised tw or more crops, principally corn and small grain. On the 
other hand, nearly one-third of the farmers fertilized com only. 
The estimated tonnage of plant nutrients used on land in corn and on 
other crops is presented in Table 12» A total of 185,100 tons of NjP^O^, 
and K^O were used with 77, 50 and 82 per cent, raspectively, used on corn. 
The balance was used on other crops principally small grains as has haen 
indicated earlier. 
Table 12, Bstiiaated tonnage of H,P205 and K2O applise to 
land in com and other crops, Iowa, 1953 
Crop 
Nitrogen 










K2O (000) tons 
State confidence 
oBt. limits 
Corn ^,1 3A.0 50.4 
All other 
crops 12,5 11.5 13*4 
Total 54.6 45.5 63.8 
47.5 39.5 55.5 
47.5 43.0 52.0 
95.0 82.5 107.5 
29.0 23.8 34.3 
6.5 4.5 7.4 
35.5 28.3 41.7 
in 1951 a study was conducted to determine lowa'^a agricultural pro­
ductive capacity (15)» Estimates were made of fertilizer use attainable 
in 1955 and of the maximum needs under conditions of average weather, 
favorable price relationship and a high level of nanageaient. These are 
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reported in Table 13, together idth the 1953 tonnages as found in tliis 
study. From 1950 to 1953} nitrogen use increased four-fold, potash three­
fold, and phosphate materials doubled. It can ba observed that 102 per 
cent of the K^O and 78 per cent of the nitrogen goals for 1955 had been 
attained by 1953. 
Table 13s Estimated tonnage of plant nutrients used in 1950, 1953, 
1955 attainable and maximum needs, Iowb 
Period Hitrogen Phosphate Potash 
H (OOO) tons PgP'i tons (OOO) K2O (000) tons 
1950 13.6 4B.3 12,7 
1953 (this study) 54.6 95,0 35.5 
1955 (attainable)^ 70,1 103.1 34.9 
Maximum needs® 82,8 268.6 90.2 
^From "An Appraisal of Agrisultural Production Capacity in Iowa" (17) 
Although the nitrogen goals set as attainable for 1955 wre over five 
times that used in 1950, they appear to be readily attainable, assuming a 
favorable price relationship. There can be little question that the phos­
phate goals likewise will be attained. 
It seems likely that nitrogen use will soon exceed "maxintum" estimates 
but that the phosphate and potash goals will ba more distant# Hovjever, tha 
capacity study report racognizes if the rotation recommendations ware not 
achieved, additional nitrogen above the 82,800 tons indicated would be 
necessary. Farmers appear to be considering the substitution of nitrogen 
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fertilizer for legmas in the rotation, if the rate of increase in nitro­
gen use in Qonsidsrsd. 
An o'srags of 15 pounds of nitrogen was used psr fertili'ssd acre in 
Iowa in 1953 the average for com being IB pounds and for sbe'-H grain 9 
poijnds per acre (Table I4). Soil area 1 in north central lova vhioh com-
prisss 22 per cent of ths land area, usad 28 psr cant of the nitroges, in 
the state in 1953 (Table 30, Appendix) and area 2 and used 17 per cent. 
The average application of nitrogen per acre on corn land was great­
est in vsstem loua (soil areas 4^9 6, 7 and 8), The quantities of nitro­
gen used per faria were likewise greatsst in these areas, (Table 15). The 
soils in this part of the state are generally more eroded and are lover 
in organic zoatter and respond viell to nitrogen. 
The lowest rate of nitrogen fertilization par fertilised acre was 
found in areas 2 and 3 of northeast Iowa, Soil areas 2 and 3, however, had 
a higher percentage of fsriaars who fertilised corn than in western Iowa 
(83 per cent in areas 2 &a compared to 27, 44, 40 and 43 par cent, respec­
tively, in areas 4a» 6, 7 and 8), To a great degree this difference is 
related to the inanaer in which corn is fertilised in the t«jo regions® The 
prinary need in area 2 under present farming pattern is for a starter 
fertilizer containing sjnall amounts of nitrogen* The soils are slowly 
drained, and fertiliser is espsciallj' important to give com an early 
start and good root growth. The organic siatter content of the soils are 
Table I4.. Fertilizer use in lovfa by kind of plant nutrients for different crops 
and soil areas, 1953 
Average amounts applied per fertilized acre on farms using fertilizer 
Pounds nitrogen Pounds Fg05 Poxands kgO 
Soil area 
iO.1 
arops Corn Sm. gr» 
All 
crops Gorn Sm, gTo 
All 
crops Com Sm. gr 
State 15 18 9 27 21 39 10 13 5 
1 14 18 10 28 22 39 10 13 5 
2 11 11 7 26 23 39 18 20 15 
3 8 8 4 21 19 45 11 14 2 
4 U 16 7 27 20 42 8 9 4 
4a 34 4.6 7 26 24 29 11 14, -
5 14 23 6 32 22 43 10 20 1 
6 25 39 8 11 5 34 1 1 -
7 22 28 12 25 18 43 ~ - -
8 19 27 13 31 24 37 1 1 2 
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Table 15. Fertilizer use in lom by farms in the 
different soil areas, Iowa, 1953 
,, Nitrogen Phosphorio acid Potash 
Soil area \ trr r^\ (K) (PgOj (KoO) 
(lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs.) 
A, Average per farm for all farms in sample 
1 751 1474 531 
2 645 1552 1104 
3 308 802 427 
k 291 585 169 
4a 664. 510 212 
5 220 508 163 
6 667 301 8 
7 839 968 ___ 
8 1127 1873 85 
State 607 105A 392 
B, Average per farm for farms using fertilizer 
1 1135 2229 803 
2 748 1801 1280 
3 379 989 527 
4 693 1391 401 
4a 1246 956 398 
5 462 1065 342 
6 1334 602 17 
7 1827 2107 — 
8 1633 2712 214 
State 984 1709 635 
Biadiuia to high arid rotations aro imch that araioiKits of nitro^^-en are 
less fi'aquontiy neodad^ As a res'ult the aare coaiion practioe is to apply 
100 to 150 poundn of aixed fertilisar vith the fartiliasr attash'aent on 
th'3 corn pltntar in areas 2 and 3 (labia 16), 
Thia is in contrast with soils in areas 4aj 6, 7 and B, where gener­
ally the aoils are loy-nsdi-ai.i to low in or^^aiiio aatter. The aoils arfj 
gBiiarally bettar asratsd; thus, nitrification pi'ooaedn sarly in tha aoason, 
Thu great nead, hovavor, ia for largar quantities of nitrogen particularly 
for aorn. The rssult is tliat fewar fariiars in thiu area use starter 
fsrtiliaar for tsom, applied st corn planting tirngj however, mora fnrmars 
in this area broadoetst or side dress nitrogen fertiliser matsriel.s on their 
corn (Table 16), 
The type of rotations followed in northeastern lova as coropargd to 
western Iowa also accounts in part for the above differences. A rotation 
of one yesa* of com followed by sasll grain and a year of meadcy is 00m-
monly pz'actiBed in lasan 2 and 3» In areas 6, 7, and 8 corn following 
corn is a coa-iion practice, Koreoi'er, the principal dairy ssction of lowe 
ia found in areaa 2 and 3« Thufi ths idtrogsa naods cs® be supplied et 
least in part by th® return of muure to land in com, 
Tha rate cf nitrogen applied to eiaall grain did not vary as greatly 
betvesn the ooil arei^e as did tho rnto of nitrogen s.pp3.:'.0d to corn. Soil 
area 3 was lowest t.-ith I, poLusds par aorc and fioil fcref.Ei 7 jind B the high-
eut vith 12 and 13 pounda of nitrotjen applied per eera to srafill grcJn, 
m 
3. PhosphatQ use 
The average ajsoimts of fertiliaed acra on all crops 
was 27 pouadsj nearly twice the rate of nitrogen applied per acre (Table 
14)® The rate par acre wee fairly uniform auiDng the soil areas except for 
area 6 (western Iowa) which was considerably lower. On the other hand the 
quantities of used per farm for those farmers using fertilizer varied 
considerablyJ (Table 15). The farmers in soil areas 1, 7 and 8 used over 
2,000 pounds of per farm; whereas those in soil areas 3 end iia used 
slightly less than 1,000 pounds P^O^ and those in area 6, used only 602 
pounds per fana. Since the rates per acre did not vary greatly except for 
area 6, this indicates that more acres were fertilized per farm in areas 
1, 7 and 8, 
A fairly uniform rate of phosphate per fertilised acre was used for 
both corn and small grain in the various soil areas with the exception of 
area 6 for corn. Small grain, however, received nearly twice as much 
phosphate per acre as did corn, ranging from ^ 5 pounds per acre in area 3 
to 29 pounds in area 4a» The relatively low use of phosphate fertilizer 
on corn in area 6 is consistent with the crop response to phosphate ferti­
lizers obtained in experimental plots and the soil tests for the area# 
The phosphate rate on sraall grain reflects the srare comon practice 
of fertilizing the small grain-leguras seeding. This is priasarily done to 
secure a good stand of growth of legumesj however, phosphate is often 
necessary (together with nitrogen and occasionally potash) to secure maxi­
mum yields of susall grain. Area 7 is particularly deficient in phosphorus 
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for small grainj similarly good responses to phosphorus on eiaall grain are 
obtained on soils in area, 1, 2, and 3e 
The average quantity of potash (i^O) applied per fertilized acre in 
Iowa was 10 pounds, (Table 14.)o This rate is lower than of either nitro­
gen or phosphate applications. Soil area 2 (northeastern Iowa) had the 
highest rate per fertilized acre with 18 pounds| while soil areas 6, 7 
and 8 averaged one pound oi' less per fertilized acre. Over one-half of 
the potash used in lova in 1953 was used in soil areas 2 and 3> (north­
eastern Iowa). Area 3 with 15 per cent of the land area, used 4^ per cent 
of the total potash (Table 30, Appendix), 
The general use reported reflects the relative soil needs and crop 
response to potassium. In western Iowa, the loess derived soils are well 
supplied with potassium, and little response from additional potassium is 
obtained. Thus, areas 6, 7 and B use notably little potassium. On the 
other hand the poorly drained soils and other soils of northeastern Iowa 
(area 2) respond very well to added potassium, particularly on the corn 
crop. The saise is true for the high lima soils of north central Iowa« 
The average use of potash (K^O) for corn and small grain per ferti­
lized acre was 13 and 5 pounds, respectively. The highest rates for corn 
were used in northeast and southern Iowa (soil areas 2 and 5) each of 
vrtiich averaged 20 pounds par fertilised acre. In soil area 2, the average 
application of K^O on small grain was 15 pounds per acre for those farmers 
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using fertilizer} in all other areas 5 pounds or less ®ere applied psr 
acre» 
On those farms or areae where potassium is used for s5s»li grain, the 
primary purpose is for the establishment of the legume or legume-grass 
seeding. The relatively low rate of potassium use on small grain as coio-
pared with nitrogen and phosphate is eongistant idth soil fertility oon-
ditions and agronomic recommendations. 
Hill or row fertilizer for com is applied with a spaoial com plan­
ter attachment. Examples of grades commonly used are 4^16-0, 4-16-8, and 
4.-I6-I6, This practice is followed in order to give the plant a vigorous 
start early in the season when the avs.ilability of plant nutrients raay be 
low# Hill or row applications of 100-150 pounds per acre of starter fer­
tilizer often results in additional yields of 8 to 10 bushels of com per 
acre (6)# 
One out of three farmers in Iowa used hill or row fertiliser for com 
in 1953> (Table 16), This use however varied widely among soil areas. 
The practice was followed most widely in northeast Iowa where threQ-fourths 
of all farmers fertilized some corn at planting time. In comparison only 
9 per cent of the farmers of southern and southsest Iowa (areas 5, 6, 
and 7) out of a sample of 157, applied starter fertilizer on land in corn. 
Although only one third of the farmers in the state used hill or row fer­
tilizer on com, over ons-half of the farmers using fertilizer and 
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two-thirds of those fsrtilizing corn used hill or row fertilizers As a 
method of fertilization it ranked firsta 
The average amounts of plant nutrients used per fertilised acre lugr 
those farmers using hill or row fertilizer was 7, 20 and H pounds of 















1 121 45 37 8 20 13 
2 87 66 76 6 20 18 
3 37 27 73 5 18 14 
4 88 16 18 9 18 9 
4a 30 2 8 7 23 18 
5 44 9 20 14 24 22 
6 46 1 2 8 24 16 
7 37 2 5 15 21 — 
8 42 9 21 9 27 2 
State 532 177 33 7 20 14 
N, and K2O, respectively. This amount approxLiates the average reoom-
Ksndations for the state (27). Of perhaps mora significance is the manner 
in which the fertilizer ratio used approximates that recommended (Table 
16)« In soil areas 2 and 3 the grade ratio approaches 1-4-3• The common 
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recoBuaendations for these tvfO areas are 1-4^-4 and l-lr'S. ratios for hill or 
row applications for com. The general reoomendation for soil area 8 of 
northwestern Iowa is l-4-0» and the approxiffiata ratio used is 1-3-0, 
-4t, Other oorn...f.erMl.ig9r_ TarEcti<?^. 
ApproxinEtely 20 par cent of the corn acreage fertilized received two 
or more fertilizer applications. All csethods of application were usedr 
broadcasting, drilling, side dressing and applying with a planter attach-
mento Straight nitrogen fertilizer naterial in addition to starter ferti­
lizer was applied by 15 per cent of the farmers using fertilizer. The 
average rate was 39 pounds of nitrogen per acre. The greatest use was in 
the southwest and western Iowa, particularly in soil areas 6, 7, 8 and 4a» 
Earlier it was established that the proportion of fertilizer users 
increased with farm size (Fig, 2), An important question is: What is 
the total quantity used per farm and per acre in relationship to farm 
size? Average figures for the five size groups indicate that the larger 
the farms, the greater the quantities of N, PgOj and 1^0 used (Table 17). 
The one exception is the nitrogen use per farm. Nitrogen use on farms 
with 79 acres or less was 60 per cent greater than for the size group of 
80-139 acres, and slightly larger than the 140-189 size group. 
TaliLa 17® Relationship of fertilizer use to size of farm, lovja, 1953 
nutrients used on farms using fartillzer Fertilizer 
Farm size group Per farm Per acre 
expenditure 
per acre 
(dollars) N K2O N 2^^ 5 K^ O 
79 acres or less 668 429 269 36 23 14. 4-o20 
SO - 139 acres /i02 829 295 13 27 10 1.83 
14.0 — 189 acres 608 1351 527 11 25 10 1.78 
190 — 259 acres 1069 1732 802 lA 24 11 1.74. 
260 acres or greater 1934. 3111 969 18 30 9 1.78 
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In regard to the amount of fertilizer used per acre, it was found 
that the smallest size farm group used twice as much nitrogen as the 
largest size group (36 and 18 pounds, respectively). Average amounts of 
13, 11 and 14 pounds of nitrogen ware used in the size groups 80~139 
acres, I4O-IS9 acres and 190-259 acres, respectively. The same pattern 
did not exist for phosphate, however. The farmers in the largest size 
group (260 acres or larger) applied the largest amount - 30 pounds per 
acre - but this was not significantly larger than for the other siao 
groups. 
Potash use per acre did not vary greatly with farm size, although 
those in the smallest farm size group applied 14 pounds per acre, com~ 
pared to 9 to 11 pounds per acre in the other groups. 
Additional evidence of intensity of use on the small size farm is 
revealed in the per acre expenditure for fertilizer (Table 17)» The 
expenditure for fertilizer per aore based on the entire farm was more than 
twice as great for the smallest siae group as for any other group. At the 
same time, the per acre expenditures were not significantly different for 
farms above 80 acres in size. 
D, Tenure and Capital in Relation to Fertilizer Use 
Lijnited capital in the farm business together with low equity cause a 
farmer to examine uncertainty of gains with more concern than under situa­
tions of near imlimited capital. As the production period lengthens, 
greater uncertainty is introduced and competition for capital causes the 
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farmer to discount the future inore heavily. 
Similarly tenure is a factor which affects the Banner in which an 
operator is able to comiait his resource, particularly land# The owne]> 
operator who has control of his land resources can commit them for a 
longer production period and be certain that he will receive the benefits, 
while a tenant on a crop-'Share lease can plan only within the period of 
his lease and this within the franiework of the cost-benefit sharing 
arrangements with respect to fertiliser use. Obviously there is an inter­
play of these factors, capital, tenure and risk and uncertainty even when 
knowledge of fertilizer response is at a high level. Intelligent use of 
fertilizer calls for an understanding of the production function for 
different soils and crops as well as an image of the price relationships 
that are likely to exist at the conclusion of the production period. It 
is obvious also that an intelligent fertilizer user would view the use of 
plant nutrients in the framework of his entire farm business# These status 
relationships are presented in this section. 
1. Ertent of fertilizer expenditures considered most profitable 
The owner and part-owner group spent approximtely the same auraunt 
for fertilizer in 1953 as the tenant group, $34-3 and $321 respectively, 
(Table 18), As indicated earlier tenant operated faros averaged larger 
in size than owner-operated farms, (Table 2). The fertilizer expenditure 
per acre on tenant operated farms averaged $1.58 and for owner^operated 
farms the expenditure averaged tl.87 per acre. The maximum amount tenants 
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and ownars stated they could use on all crops and all fields for greatest 
profits was substantially more than their 1953 expenditures. For owners 
and part-owners this amounted to a 27 per cent increase, for tenant farms 
a 66 per cent increasaj this would provide an average per acre expenditure 
of |2,37 and |2.63 respectively. 
The difference between actual expenditures and the estimated most 
profitable amount was 091 for the owner group and ^213 for the tenant 
group. The estimated most profitable expenditure may have been greater 
for the tenant operators because this group on the average was using less 
fertilizer per acre and also was farming larger farms. Also, present soil 
depleting crop rotations preTalent on many tenant operated farms should 
result in relatively greater response to fertilizer use, Oertain aspects 
of cost-sharing provisions related to tenancy may limit fertilizer expendi­
tures below the saost profitable level (for example, the tenants shorter 
capital position, and difficulties in obtaining credit for fertilizer use,) 
Table 18, Expenditures and estimates most profitable expenditures 


















owner operator 343 434 
All renters 321 534 453 164 
Ranters (non-rel,) 327 488 457 155 
Renters (related) 3U 598 447 185 
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In general, lack of capital was the reason given most often for 
limiting expenditures for fertilizer below that considered most profitable. 
(Fig. 16), Many farmers professed lack of knowledge about crop response 
to fertilizer# For example 20 per cent responded that they were "just 
experimenting" or "never had used this amount so they did not know". 
Eleven per cent were apparently guided by the decisions made by the land­
lord for they replied "used amount landlord approved"o Six per cant 
rationalized their decision because of the extra work involved# "Extra 
work" may suggest a delay in planting operations and thus decreases in 
yield my be experienced rather than "hard" work. This reason has fre­
quently been given by those not using hill or row fertilizer application 
or com. 
2. Estimated fertilizer expendlturss, when tenant owned the fara 
Farm ownership removes the sharing arrangements and some uncertainty 
factors associated with tenant operated land. Evidence for this is given 
in Table 18» Tenants indicated they would on an average spend $A53 per 
farm if they owned their farm. This was |132 more than they actually spentj 
however, this was |81 less than the amount they considered nsjst profitable. 
These data indicate that tenure is a factor which affects the ansjunt of 
fertilizer use^ (Table 19), 
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REASONS FOR NOT USING 
MOST PROFITABLE AMOUNT 
OF FERTILIZER PERCENT OF FARMERS LISTING REASONS 
Miscellaneous and not 
opplicoble 
Could not afford more 
Just experimenting 
Used amouni landlord 
approved 
Never hove used, so do 
not know 
Too much work 
Prefers to use manure or 
green monure instead 
Fertilizer unavoiloble 
Fig, 16 Farmers' reasons for not using estimated most 




Additional fertllieer expenditures by tenants if landlord shares costs 
Under crop share arrangements, the incentive for the tenant-operator 
to use fertilizer is reduced materially if the landlord does not contrib­
ute to the costs up to the amount of the share arrangement. The incentive 
Table 19. Tenant operators reasons for not using estimated amounts 
of fertilizer they would have used if they ovned the 
farms they were operating, Iowa, 1953 
Farms where land- Farms where landlord 
Reason lord shared costs did not share costs 
So. of farms % Ko. of farms % 
Could not afford more 5 13 18 21 
Used amount landlord 
approved 11 29 35 40 
Renter does not plan 
to stay 2 5 8 9 
Just ejsperimenting 1 3 11 13 
Fertilizer unavailable 0 0 3 3 
Irrelevant K 10 0 0 
Ko response 15 uo 12 U 
Total 38 100 87 100 
is further reduced if part of the benefits are obtained in succeeding years# 
At the same time, marginal returns for fertilizer at the lower rates 
(especially the use of nitrogen fertilizer on corn) is large enough that 
a tenant may still find it profitable to use fertilizer at less than 
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optimum rataso 
Apparsntly the landlord exerts a strong influence on the amount of 
fartlliesr tenants usa xfhethsr or not oosts were shared (Tabls 19)» How-
sTOr, where fertilizer costs were shared, |138 more was cpnt per farm 
than uhsrs the landlord did not she.ra oosts (Table 20)» Similarly tenante 
estimated fertilize? expenditure for greatest profit at a considerably 
lower level where the landlord did not eMre costs than v^ere the landlord 
shared costs ($308 per farm as cociparad to 1543 p®!* farm). 
Table 20, Relation of cost sharing to fertiliser exp«nclititrss by 
tenant operators, Iowa, 1953 
Dollars would Dollars 
have spent if actually spent 
he owned farm for fertilizer Difference 
in 1953 ia 1953 (dollars) 
m 134 
308 271 37 
235 138 97 
Landlord shared costs 
Landlord did not share costs 
Difference 
L. Extant of estimatad use if capital is not liiaited 
Many farmers were not using fertiliser at the level they considered 
Eost profitable (Table IB) and indicated that restricted capital wee one 
of the factors (Fig, 16). Fifty-four per cent of the tenants and 42 per 
cent of the owner group stated that they would use more fertilizer if they 
had more capital (Table 21)j 6 per cent of the owners and 2 per cent of 
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Table 21. Relation of tanura to possible use of laore fertilizer if 
capital ware available, Iowa, 1953 
Would use more fart. Would not use more 
Tenure iOaljaSS-SSSJial. MasM 
Noofaras % farms No«farias % farms No. % 
Owners, part-owner 
operators 
126 42 154 52 17 6 
All tenant operators 126 54 105 44 4 2 
Tenants related 73 53 62 45 1 1 
Tenants nori-related 53 55 43 44 3 2 
the tenant operators were undecided. Capital shortage appears to be more 
of a problem with the tenants than owaers. 
5. Availability of additional funds 
A high proportion of farmers indicated thay could borrow additional 
funds for fertilizer use. This rapresanted 81 per cent of the owner group 
and 79 per cent of all tenants (Table 22). 
Nevertheless only a small per cent actually borrowed money for ferti­
lizer use even though limited capital was given as an important reason for 
not using more fertilizer. The small number borrowing additional capital 
may be explained in part by the lack of a tangible security as compared to 
that available for a production loan for livestock. This also may be a case 
of limiting capital dus to the uncertainty of crop response to fertilizer 
treatment (risk aversion)# It also seems somewhat improbable that as many 
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Availability and use of loan capital for fertilizer 1:^' 





All tenant operators 
Tenants (related) 
Tenants (not related) 
Is it possible to borrow 
iwidg for fertiliz9y_j;i6fi? 
Mo Xas 
18 6 aa 81 
16 7 186 79 
9 6 109 79 
7 7 77 79 
Did you borrow funds 
for fertilizer use? 
•it — 
277 93 11 4 
215 92 15 6 
124 90 10 7 
91 94 5 5 
Hoo % No. % Ho, ^ Mo. % 
as 80 per oent of the farmers could actually negotiate a loan for ferti­
lizer use a 
fertilizer.-aae 
There is still a disparity between actual spending and the expendi­
ture considered laost profitable by Iowa farmers. Tlois cannot be explained 
by the unavailability of capital for loans on fertilizer. Only about 6 
per cent indicated they could not borrow funds for fertilissar use. It can 
be hypotheeiaed that if borrowing risks were reduced or minimized, greater 
use of borrowed capital would result. Although the lasthods of reducing 
risk in borrowed capital was not a part of this study, 25 par cent of the 
farmers responded that they would use borrowed capital if the loan did not 
call for other property as security. 
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Table 23* Relationship betvraen lavel of risk and borrowing of addi­
tional funds for fertilizer, by tenure group, Iowa, 1953 
Money willing 
to borrow for 
Would US9 more fert, if could fart, with re­
borrow without added security payment ached. 
Tgnura ^ J' 
Owners, part-
owners 221 lU .57 19 1172 
All renters 158 67 68 29 204 
Renters (related) 87 63 45 33 201 
Renters (not related) 71 73 23 24 208 
This amounted to 29 per cent for the renters and 19 per cent for the 
owner groups, (Table 23)» This relatively small percentage that would 
borrow money under these conditions is an indication of self rationing of 
capital. Balf rationing of capital occurs viian a farmer voluutarily 
liaiits his borrowing to an aiaount leas than loan firms would be willing to 
provide® 
7. Borrowing with a loan repavraent schedula 
Since ail the returns to fertilizer may not be forthcoming for a 
period of from 6 months to as much as 3 years or more, depending on the 
crop and type of fertilization, varying the loan repayment schedule to 
correspond with the rate of returns may cause farmers to invest in ferti" 
lizer. Accordingly all farmers were asked "How much money would you have 
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been willing to borrow for fertilizer in 1953 if the repayment schedule 
were to correspond with the expected rate of returnsj that is, a payment 
schedule which assumes all returns from nitrogen is in the first year and 
raturn from phosphate on grass and legume saedings is one-third at the end 
of the first year, one-half at th® end of the second year and the remainder 
at the and of the third year?" 
Renters indicated they would be willing to borrow |20i4 under an 
arrangement of this type, while owner operators and part owner operators 
indicated they would borrow |172 (Table 23). Inasmuch as the borrowing 
indicated was higher for the renters than the owner group, it may be 
hypothesized that the question was answered assuming tenure certainty# 
Other factors may have contributed to the greater amount, including lower 
fertility status of rented farms as well as the slightly larger farms 
operated by the tenant group. 
8. • Investment choices granting llOOO additional capital 
Restricting the capital used in fertilizer may be due to more profit­
able opportunities in other phases of the farm business. The farm operator 
must allocate his investment resources in those areas yielding the greatest 
return, iill farmers were asked the question "Suppose that you had llOOO 
to put in your farm business this year, considering your lease arrangement 
if you rent, how umch of it would you use for building cash reserve, etc." 
(Nine items ware specified with an opportunity to identify others.) Al­
though tenant operators indicated they woul.d iise an average of $165 of the 
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flOOO for fertilizer, graater alloaations vera made for farm livostook 
($254) and farra raachinejTy ($197) (Tablo 24), Rapaj'ing dsfcts and building 
a reserve, ^145 and $153 respactivaly, ranked naarly as iaportant to them 
as investments in fertilizer. 
The owner group indicated they wuld invest an average of $298 for 
building improvements. This is two and one-fourth times as great as the 
amount they yould use for fertiliser. Hovever, owisrs apparently view the 
response to fertilizer as better investment than either more or batter 
livestock. They wuld use |124 and |125 for reserve and repaying debts 
respectively. 
Table 24« The effect of teniire on the allocation of an additional #1000 
in the farm biisinsss by farmers using fertilizer^ lova, 1953 
— liollara. Ji]tisy™va^4.<3_,sj2eadwfap».yarf.ojas_tjaefi 
No, re— Better More 
spending Ferti- Repay Farm Farm live- live- Tar-
lizer Bldgs, Heserve debts home mch, stock stock races Other 
Owners, part— 
otjner oparators 184- 131 298 124- 125 71 90 51 37 7 66 
All tenant 
operators 138 165 34- 153 145 19 197 o6 168 -- 33 
V. DISCUSSI0i5 
A, General 
Fertiliser ucs is a relatively simpls practice from the standpoint 
that it does not require knovledgs of special techniques or skills nor 
does it requii'e a re-orgsjaization of the far/u in a physical sense. How­
ever, the coapleitity of this practice acceptance baoomas readily apparent 
as one examines the social, agronomic, and econoiaic factors vhich are 
components of the decision-mkings Aaong ths agrouoaie facts necessary 
for intelligent fertilizer use aret (a) loiouledge of the fertilizer 
elements and their function, (b) expected yield and/or quality effect from 
fertilizer for a specific crop-soil combination, (c) understanding of the 
aiethods and techniques for fortilizer application and, (d) understanding 
of the interrelationships of fertilizer use and other soil management 
practices. 
The decision of when and how much fertilizer to use (assuming profit 
aaximization as the motivating force) is done in the fraisework of three 
general eoonoiaic principlesi (l) the added cost—added return principle 
(2) opportmiity costs for deciding whether capital invested in fertilizer 
will pay greater returns than elsewhere in the business and (3) the sub­
stitution principle for deciding what nutrients to use or to what extent 
nitrogen nay substitute for green manure, etc. The acceptance of ferti­
lizer in the final analysis is largely an econoiaic consideration. Yet, 
if eoonoiaic considerations were the only basis of aoceptance, the practice 
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vould be adopted as rapidly as the eoonomio advantages were demonstrated. 
It is veil knowa, however, that there is a lag in practice acceptance 
after the economic, advantages are demonstrated. This lag is often due to 
a number of cultural and social factors. 
It is obvious that there are few sitxiations where the agronomic and 
economic information is coii5>lete and available to the individual fanaers 
Neither are the cultural and social factors important in practice accep­
tance known for each coinmunity. That this information is incomplete in no 
way lessens the responsibility of agricultural agencies and industry in 
providing the available information to farmers. For this reason, as wall 
as others, data obtained in this study can be useful particularly to those 
groups who have responsibilities for education or sales programs in 
identifying and understanding those factors important in the acceptance 
and use of fertilizer in Iowa# At this point a review of the present 
fertilizer use in Iowa as revealed in the findings of this study my give 
an insight to the adequacy of educational programs provided, 
B, Fertilizer Use in Iowa 
For a number of years, farmers have been supplied general recommenda­
tions on fertilizer use on the basis of nine soil areas in the state. Al­
though each area contains many different soil types, certain general uni­
formities exist with respect to fertiliser response. Distinctions are 
made in recommendations between the areas in fertilizer grades, ratios, 
rates per acre, method of application, etc. Differences in use reported 
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in this stufjy suggciet thii.t in ths aggregate faraers do have an imdsrstejidiEig 
of the general agronomic recorojsendations. Numerous exaniples cauld be 
given indicating that this is truso The following represent some of the 
examples of understEnding: 
It Potasr.iiim is not generally recoiainended for the loees derived soil 
of western Ioua» Only insignificant amounts are being used in the area? 
At the same tias the Agricultural Experiment Station has identified the 
Carrington-Glyde soil association as a group of soils that respond well to 
potassium additions for the com crop. Farmers in this area are presently 
using greater amounts per acra on com and small grain and larger quanti­
ties per farm than in any other area of the statee Similarly, the present 
usage of nitrogen and phosphoric acid reflects current recomiaendations for 
each of the soil areas, 
2, Closely related to the fertilizer element usage described above 
is the apparent understanding farmers have with respect to the recommended 
fertiliizer grade and ratio within different soil areas and for different 
crops (Table 14.)» In the Marshall soil area (area 6) farmers are currently 
using 39 pounds of nitrogen, 5 pounds phosphoric! acid and 1 pound potassium 
per acre on corn or approximately 8-1-0 ratio. On the small crop they are 
using 8 pounds of nitrogen, % pounds phosphoric acid, per acre, approxi­
mately a 1-3-0 ratio. Fertilizer use in area 2 in northeastern Iowa pro­
vides evidance of understanding and contrast in usage# The par acre appli­
cation for all methods on the corn crop is 11, 23, and 20 pounds respec­
tively for nitrogen, i^osphoric acid and potassim. On small grain this 
was 7 pounds of nitrogen, 39 pounds of phosphoric acid and 15 pounds of 
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potassium. The fertilizer ratio for area 2 approxiEfites 1-2-2 on corn, 
and 1-4^2 on sKall grain# These examples are in close agreement with 
research finding and the general recomnfflndations. 
3. The application of hill or rov fertilizer to corn has been gener­
ally recoianjsnded for a good many years for soils of northeast lova, Pre­
sently 75 per cent of the farmers use this method in this area. In west­
ern Iowa, this practice has not been generally raconsnended and in the 
Marshall soil area for example, only 2 per cent of the farmers use this 
method. 
A* Agronomists have emphasized that only through attention to all 
orop production practices can efficient and profitable use of fertilizer 
be expected. In recent years, recoamendations to farasers using fertilizer 
on the oom crop have stressed the importance of planting at a heavier 
rate par acre if full advantage was to be taken of the higher level of 
fertility. This study reveals that fertilizer users on an average planted 
their corn at substantially heavier rates than the non-user. 
5. General knowledge: Three-fourths of the fertilizer users had a 
fairly complete understending of the laeaning of a fertilizer grade. Sixty-
two per cent ooirectly identified the meaning of the designation 4-16-8, 
for 0xai!5)l0» Many farraers have atten^jtad to get information on efficient 
use of fertilizer as indicated by the fact that among fertilizer users 
38 per cent have had a soil test for fertilizer and 14^ per cent have had 
tests for lin® needs. Only eight per cent of the non-users had tested 
their soil for fertiliser while 21 per cent of the non-users had tested 
their soil for lime needs. 
ill 
Tha Qversll i;sag3 of nitrogen, phosphoric aeid and potassiuia is in 
the direction of the goals snd needs as svaluntad by raeenrah and axten-
3ion workers of lova Stata Collegg in a study wada in 1951 (17)» It was 
sstiiaatad that in order to aohiex''i3 rraxiEum production nitrogan iisa voiild 
nssd to ba incrsRsed 6 tiinssj phosphoric acid, 5<>5 tinissj and potash, 7»1 
times over the 1950 usg. This study indicates that nitrogen use has in-
crsfisad A timssi phosphoric aoidj 2 tiraes; and potash, 3 times. The 
original estimates were made under the assumption that Bbifte would be 
made in crop rotation systems to provide for laore legumes in the rotation. 
The "capacity study" report pointed out that if future research daison-
strated the possibility of including a greater proportion of intertilled 
crops in the rotation (and thus fewer legume crops) larger quantities of 
nitrogen would be necessary. Since there has been little change in the 
cropping pattern since the 1950 period, it follows (from this capacity 
report) that a greater than proportionate increase in nitrogen use would 
be necessary# This is in fact vdiat has happened. Fertilizer users, thus, 
have considerable understanding of the needs as reflected by the "capacity 
study" report. 
G, Fertilizer Use limitation Due to Capital and Tenure 
The above instances are cited as evidence that fertilizer users in 
the aggregate have a fairly good general understanding of fertilizer use 
reconmendations as they apply to the different soil areaes of the state. 
The completeness and adequacy of this information, however, not a part 
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of this study. Certainly it can be expected that great variations in 
knowledge exist between farmers within any given soil areaj and in all 
parts of the state. 
At the same time the data suggest that present fertiliser users did 
not believe thay were using fertilizer at the aioBt profitable level. Both 
owners and ranters indicated that greater expenditure for fertilizer would 
be more profitable. The difference between actual expenditure and the 
estinmted mat profitable expenditure averaged ^91 for the owner group 
and |213 for the tenant group. This would anaunt to a 27 and 68 per cent 
increase respectively. Capital liMtations and lack of knowledge were 
given siost often as reasons for not using the aimount they considered niost 
profitable. 
Although both the owner group and the tenant group indicated that 
they could borrow money, very few actually used borrowed money for ferti­
lizer. Seducing the security required for fertiliser loans did not seem 
very important to the owier groupj however, it was a relatively more 
important factor to the tenant in his decision whether to borrow laoney or 
not. Gearing the repayment schedule of the loan with the rate of returns 
had some appeal. Nevertheless, overall, there appears to be considerable 
self-rationing of capital. 
On crop-share operated farms the incentives to use fertiliser at the 
fflost profitable level are influenced by sharing arrangements as well as the 
length of lease. For example tlie amount spent per farm on fertilizer was 
0138 more where the landlord shared costs than where costs were not shared. 
This rather sketchy evidence in regard to level of use as affected V 
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capital and tenui'o, only serves to point to the fact that information in 
this area is quite incomplete aaiong loi® farmers. Undoubtedly this is 
confounded with yisld and price uaoertainties that grow out of the vagaries 
of weather and business cycles, iasvers for this must ooms from mors coi3-
plete studies of yield and price expectations in the setting of risk and 
ucaertainty. 
It appears that greater attention to both research and education in 
the broad eoonomic considerations of fertilizer use era necessary if the 
users are to have sufficient and adequate inforination for decision mking. 
This in no way minLTiizes the need for agronomic or physical infornfition, 
which are necessary to assess the sconoraic factors. 
D. Media and Status Factors Important in Fertilizer Educational ft'ograms 
This study Mde inquiry of priiaarily one of the five steps in the 
diffusion process as outlined by Bohlsn, al., (l), namely the application 
or decision-making stage. They describe the successive stages asj (a) 
awreness (b) information (o) application (d) trial, and (e) adoptionj and 
indicate that different media are likely to be relatively more important 
in one stains than another. 
The source of information credited bj-" BOst Iotjs faraers as being Biost 
influential in adoption of fertilizer v&b "other farmers". Mass madia was 
mentioned more frequently than agricultural or governmsnt agencies, al­
though the difference irjas not large. Dealers or salasBisn were menticnod 
by four per cent of the respondents as the aoat influential information 
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source. These results are in close agreement with nsny of the studies on 
practice acceptance# One would expect this to hold only when a near 
majority (or larger) have adopted the practiceo Obviously "other farrasrs" 
can be influential only when they have had experience with the practice* 
This suggests that different madia are important in the sequence of cuusla-
tive adoption. 
Within the status groups (educational experience, fertiliser experi-
enoe, years of farming experience, tenure, size of farm, and capital 
position) the informational source identified varied in importance# How­
ever, it should be noted that the relative importance of "other farmers" 
was dominant in all instances. The relative importance of media in addi­
tion to the first nair^d ("other faraers"), in the different status situa­
tions may suggest the program emphasis or orientation to these particular 
groups. Responses from Iowa farmers to questions on source of infornation 
indicated that owner operators, farmers having the larger farms, and 
farmers with more capital credited bulletins, farm magazines and meetings 
conducted by Extension workers more frequently than did tenants, sinall 
farm operators and farmers with limited capital. Ovmers mentioned "other 
farmers" less frequently than tenants, 50 per cent and 65 per cent, 
respectively. 
Educational and sales programs can well consider not only the rela­
tive Importance of the various information media, but also the media in 
relation to the many status factors. Perhaps programs for practice accep­
tance are often oriented to those who already have greater advantages or 
opportunities i.e. greater formal education, more capital, larger farms, 
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owner operators and the like. It seems clear however, that adoptation 
and orientation must be mde in each phase of the program and for each 
infonaation nssdia if opportunities for choice mking are to ba equalised. 
When Iowa fertilizer users were queried on the source they would use 
for informtion on a new fertilizer, 60 par cent identified representa­
tives of Iowa State College. It will be recalled that in this sajje group 
57 per cent indicated "other fariasrs" as the influential contact in their 
initial use of fertilizer. This apparent change in inforsation source is 
indeed significant. One my hypothesize that when a new fertilizer does 
become available the logical group to have complete and unbiased informa­
tion would be the agricultural college. This evidence of dependence on 
the agricultural college for information on new practice carries with it 
a heavy burden of responsibility for having the facts before information 
is released. It can be hypothesized that this confidence may not have 
been manifested suddenly but developed as a result of college recommended 
practices which have proven their worth over a period of years. Educa­
tional programs and recomniendationB by representatives of the agricultural 
college should weigh the evidence for a new practice with a good deal more 
concern and responsibility, A suggestion from college people that a 
praotioe "may" have promise my bring about more adopters today than a 
strong recommendation would a decade or more ago. 
E. Fertiliser Educational Programs for the Non-User 
Although the acceptance and use of fertilizer has Increased rapidly 
in recent years, nearly one third of the farmers in Iowa do not now use 
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fertilizer. Agancies and groups responsible for bringing informtion to 
faraarB need to understand the oharactaristics and knowledge of this group 
if they are to fulfill their proper role. The objective is not that this 
group of non-users become fertilizer users, but that the individuals in 
the group have the information necessary to raake a deoision for their 
particular eltuation. 
Sixty-three per cent of the non-users believe that fertilizer use ma 
a bsnafieial practice, 10 par cent believed it viae harmful, ^ ile 27 per 
cent did not loiow what effect it would have. Only 8 per cent of the non-
UBsrs, however, had soil tests to indicate their fertilizer needs. This 
suggests that lack of information or cdsinformation mj be a causative 
factor rather than lack of awareness that such a practice existed. 
The cliaracteristics of the non-user group are that they had received 
lass foinaal education were somevhat older, operated with leas capital, and 
had sioaHer fanas than the fertilizer user. At the asm tijjie higher per­
centage of non-users ware found in the beginning ferjaer group (l to 4 years 
farming experience) and in the group who had farmd for 25 or aiDre years. 
This suggests that capital and tenure restrictions frequently present 
among beginning farzaers, loay be an important factor in practice acceptance. 
Jkaong the non-adopters who had fariaad for 25 years or sore, it is probable 
that other reasons Bay be identified such as the lack of receptiveness to 
new ideas, reluctance to assuDis risks, etc. There are no doubt other 
characteristics that differentiate these two eegoients of non-adopters. 
Educators frequently observe that the last group of noit-adopters are 
often iBore difficult to convince than a similar size group who adopted the 
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pr-acticg ajxrlier. Greater status -viariations are likely to oxist and 
"general education" prograraa nay not fit any of the groups. Thus educa­
tional pivgrcLias need to baoome iiiora si^ecific as they progress. 
Eaoh year several thousand new farmers begin farxaiiig, I'feny undoub­
tedly >rill have had fertiliser use experience on their horae farm, some 
will not. lleverthaleas even though they my have ted use eupsriancQ, 
they will laost ofteii encounter a host of new situations in whicli educators 
should recogniae the group as a segment of non-users. 
Since evidance in this studj' rlndioates that the a!8.jority of fsrinors 
credit "otiier farmers" as contributing to theii' practioa acoeptanoe, 
educational programs to the non-user can ba double-barrelled# Qti the one 
liand :lt can bg directed to the non-ueer hiuiself tkrough the r/isny raedia 
sources available md on. the other by supplying the user vith isora coiiiplete 
ijiforrifition for him, tr; turn to be a source of iitforraation for the non~ 
user, Bec&.usa of the important relationship of "otlier farMars" to 
fertiliser acceptance by non-users greater attention to conveniently 
located doinonstrstions of fertilizer and fertilizer prfactices on non-
users farms laay be important. By locating deiuonstratlons on non-visar 
farms, the demonstration can give the demonstrator as well as "other far­
mers" vho are non-users a first hand exaraple which r11 raiiy study and 
evaluate. 
The more wide spread use of soil teats to deterraine needs can be an 
excellent tool in decision iiiaking. Through tlie soil test the non-user can 
understand hia needs for the different fertilizer alemsnta and probability 
of crop iiicrea.geB* As with the fertilizer user, an economic appraisal of 
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of response in relation to the non-users capital and tenure situations 
would provide guides to his decision. 
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VI, SUMMARY iUID GQNOLIISIQM 
The objectives of this study were four fold (l) to oharaotarize the 
Iowa fertilizer user and non-user, (2) to ascertain and describe the 
fertilizer use practices in Iowa (3) to determine the infornational sources 
important in the acceptance and use of fertiliser, and (4) to determine 
the capital and tenure relationships with respect to fertilizer use. 
Interviews schedules were elicited from 532 fariaers in the state. The 
sampling design permitted unbiased estimates for each of nine soil areas 
in the state or any combination thereof. 
Sixty-nine per cent of the farmers in Iowa had fertilizer use experi­
ence in 1952 or 1953i 62 per cent were users in 1953» per cent of the 
users in 1952 did not fertiliae in 1953* Tenant-landlord sharing arrange­
ments, lack of capital and poor response were given as reasons for the dis­
continued use# 
A fertilizer user could be characterized generally as having aaore 
capital, a larger farm, the benefit of more years of education, fewer 
years of farming experience and being somaidiat younger than the non-user# 
Sixty-three per cent of the non-users believed fertiliser was bene­
ficial. Twelve per cent of the users either believed fertilizer was harm­
ful or did not Imow what effect it would have on the soil. 
Soil tests to determine fertiliser needs had bean used by 38 per cent 
of the users and by 8 per cent of the non-users. 
One-fourth of the fertilizer users and over three-fourths of the non-
users were not able to identify the nutrient composition of a fertilizer 
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grade such as irl6-l6. 
Corn planting rates averaged 15»280 plants per acre for the ferti­
lizer user as compared to 10,920 plants per acre for the non-user* 
"Other farmei's" (neighbors, friends, and landlords, etc,) yas the 
most frequently Jasntionod aouroe of infonaation oaueing lova farmers to 
start using fertilizer. This was given by 57 par cent of the fariasrs. 
llass media, the next aost frequently nentioned source accounted for 20 
per cent. The others, in order, weret personal experiance, 9 per cant} 
field days, demonstrations and rasetings, 8 per cent; and dealers and 
salesmen, per cent. The influ0noi3:ig source mentioned was significantly 
dependent on the operators educational experience, years of fertiliser 
experience, years of farming experience, sise of farm and capital posi­
tion. 
For infornation on a nev fertilizer, 60 per cent of the farsars vould 
look to Iowa St8.t9 College, 12 par cent to dealers and salesmen and 10 
par cent to other agricultural agencies. The source selected ijas sigiii-
ficantly dependent on educational status and tenure. 
It is estiiaated on the basis of the sample that tons of nitro­
gen, 95jOOO tons of PgO^ and 35,500 tons of E^O was used bj' Iowa farmers 
in 1953o Although 62 per cent of the farmers used some fertilizer, only 
21 par cent of the form land received fertiliser treatment in 1953* 
Northern Iowa had the highest proportion of farm land fertilised. 
Ninety-four per cent of the land fertilised in 1953 was in corn or 
small grain. Foiu>fifths of the K^O, three-fourths of the N and one-half 
of the PgOj was used on the corn crop. 
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The rates of fertilisation as weLl es tki grades of fertiliser used 
TOries greatly among soil areas) however, the grades used reflected the 
general reeomraandations mc\e by Iowa State College, 
The average rates of application were 15, 27 and 10 pounds of K,P2^5 
and KgO, rQEpoctivelvj psr fertilised aero, Tlie rates usod per acre for 
nitrogen and pi^tash were greatest on the corn crop, while the small grain 
crop received tha graater Rpplicstion of p<3r acre. 
Hill or row fartilisation for corn was used by about 75 per cant of 
the farmers in northeastern Iowa, while lass than 5 per cent of the 
farmers used this method in vestem Iom» 
Total expenditures for fertiliser wra only slightly less for tenant 
operators than by owner operators, the average auiounts being |si«5S and, 
|l.87 par aare, resp^oti-vsly. Tenant operators said they could prof­
itably spend inore money for fertiliser than oimer operators. This esti-
Efi-ted "most pi'ofitabla" expenditure for fertilizer amomted to an average 
of $534 for tenants and for owner operators. This was an increase 
of |213 and $91, respectively, over their 1953 expenditures. lack of 
capital -was identified as the laost iraportant limitation for optiimua uaa 
although tenants also identified problems in the area of production plan­
ning (landlord and tenant) and in cost sharing arrangementso 
Tenants operators indicated they would use more fertilizer if (a) 
thay owned tha farm thoy operated and (b) tha iand].ord would share costs 
in relation to crop charing arrangemantso In 1953, where the landlord 
shared costs, tsnants used 51 par cent raore fertilizer than when costs 
were not shared. 
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Forty-tw psr cent of the tenants and 52 per oent of the ovnerss indi­
cated thoy voiild 1156 mors fcrtiliasr if they had SKsre capital. At toe 
sairis tiiEs, althoi;tgh 81 per oant of the oi^Tiere and 79 per esnt of the ten­
ants Bald they cotild IborroTv nonsy for fortiliaer only k per cent of the 
ovners and 6 p^sr cent of the tanants actunlly borrowed noney for this 
pm-pose in 1953* 
IJhsn addition&l secro-ity we.s not requij-ed of the borrover, 19 par 
cent of the owior operators and 29 per cent of the tenants opsrstors indi­
cated they ^rould use Kore fertilizer. If a ropayKent schediile could be 
timed in Gccordance with crop returns, store fertilizer would be used hj' 
both owners and tenants, the average anoimte .indicated being |172 and 
|20A,respectively. 
The ooiapetition for capital araong the various enterprises was sug­
gested by both ovjRsr and tenant operators, Ifcen questioned how they 
TOuld alloccte an additional $1000 in thair farm bu^;:'n8Bs, tenants indi­
cated tl'.ey vcT-ild rse a grsater proportion for livestock and fsm machinery 
tlian for fertilizer. Repajdng debts and reserves called for allocationa 
aL-flost as great as the fl65 ellocGtad on an average for fertlliiser. 
Oimers indicated they irovild iiivest over twice as auoh for buildings aa 
for fertiliser and they too would cllocate nearly as auch for repaying 
debts and building re-ssrvas as the |131 they wo'old 5jivest for fertiliser® 
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1 22,931 7,764,437 5.94 6,842,090 8,686,783 
2 15,079 5,105,749 13.55 3,722,229 6,389,269 
3 7,333 2,482,954 14.27 1,774,264 3,191,644 
4 15,64.9 5,298,751 7.48 4,506,089 6,091,414 
-4a 5,825 1,972,345 21.99 1,104,852 2,839,838 
5 9,094. 3,079,228 14.07 2,212,751 3,945,706 
6 9,529 3,226,519 7.49 2,743,337 3,709,702 
7 7,869 2,664,44.3 16.90 1,763,767 3,565,119 
3 S,717 2,951,576 8,16 2,469,74s 3,433,404 
Total 102,026 34,546,002 3.74 31,961,808 37,130,199 












1 6,306 2,135,212 12.19 1,614., 783 2,655,640 
2 5,221 1,767,831 12,91 1,311,398 2,224,263 
3 1,363 468,284 22.02 262,076 674,491 
4 1,890 639,954 20.23 380,925 898,830 
4.a 589 199,435 66.10 0 463,205 
5 704 238,374 31.58 87,697 389,051 
6 1,052 356,207 27,73 158,803 553,611 
7 1,413 478,44^ 2 24.38 245,146 711,737 
8 2,545 B61,737 19.11 532,279 1,191,195 
Total 21,103 7,145,476 6.57 6,206,538 8,084,414 












1 80 27,osa 7.81 22,857 31,319 
2 75 25,395 8.94 20,854 29,936 
3 30 10,158 12.02 7,716 12,600 
U 37 12,528 20.85 7,304 17,752 
4a 16 5,413 25oOO 2,709 8,127 
5 21 7,111 19«63 4,319 9,903 
6 23 7,7Sa 15»68 5,346 10,230 
7 17 5,756 22,01 3,222 8,290 
B 29 9,819 9.12 8,02S 11,610 
Total 328 111,061 4.17 101,799 120,323 












1 3,892 1,317,831 16.19 891,195 1,744,467 
2 3,9A1 1,334,4-23 14<.30 952,820 1,716,025 
3 1,065 3^ 0,609 20.95 209,593 511,625 
U 1,2^ 4- 4.21,218 21,20 24.2,776 599,661 
AID 138,826 91.44- 0 392,776 
5 323 109,368 57o6l 0 235,327 
6 738 249,887 38.93 55,192 444,582 
7 823 273,668 34»76 84,989 472,347 
a 1,074. 363,656 30«19 144,244 583,069 
Total 13,510 4,574.,486 8,43 3,803,155 5,345,817 












Corn 269 91,083 4.51 82,B67 99, 299 
Saiall ^ ain arid inoadow seeding 139 47,065 7,16 40,325 53, 805 
Sinall grain and green maxmrs seeding 16 5,as 25.00 2,709 8, 127 
Sjoall grain v/o seeding 57 19,300 12.77 14,371 24, 229 
L'Sgume 40 33,544 14.14 9,7U 17, 374 
Parmaiiant pastiire 10 3,386 31.62 1,245 5, 527 
Rotation past^ ure 17 5,756 24.25 2,964 8, 548 




























1 69,403 23,499,856 16.95 15,533,275 31,46^,437 63,975 23,433,935 1 
2 44,014 14,903,140 19.71 9,028,430 ^,777,850 89,348 30,253,233 1 
3 g,668 2,934,985 26.11 l,402,m 4,467,438 19,872 6,728,659 2, 
4 ao,398 6,906,763 22.70 3,770,988 10,042,537 25,126 8,507,664 2 
43- 1S,779 6,35a,569 63.71 0 3^,460,590 10,020 3,392,772 6 
5 7,572 2,563,879 59.02 0 5,590,286 7,025 2,376,665 5 
6 20,504 9,651,4» 32.49 3,379,905 15,923,OS4 3,564 1,206,770 4 
7 23,032 7,798,635 34.29 2,450,448 13,146,822 14,500 4,909,700 4 
S 2S,591 9,6^0,913 22.80 5,266,504 14,095,2a 26,18S S,S67,257 4 
Total m,%l 84,290,1% 9.79 67,792,460 100,803,929 279,618 94,6?a,655 

fciliaecl bj aoil areas ia Icn®, 1953 





















935 15.23 19,772j886 37,m,9g2^ 52,4^ 17,772,437 16«61 n,S68,269 23,676,605 
233 23.08 22,339,135 3S,167,331 7e,4i2 26,550,303 I2j^ 19,907,310 33,193,297 
659 23.26 3,598,6a 9,S58,67g 15,168 5,135,gS5 26,27 2,437,5ai 7,834,1S8 
664 22,08 4,750,558 12,264,769 11,703 3,962,636 24.32 2,035,325 5,SS9,947 
VZ 63,a^ 0 7,685,204 5,760 1,950,336 1O0.CG' 0 5,B51,00<J 
665 5047 0 4,779,678 6,317 2,130,936 55.S6 0 4,1S9,836 
770 46,78 77,878 2,335,^3 384 130,022 100.00 0 390,067 
700 42*C^ 777,764 9,041,^36 - - ta» «•» -
257 1,525,054 16,209,45? 1,414 47®,?^ 7a.78 0 i,233,iai 
,655 7S,62I.,227 110,736,0^ 171,646 58,119,336 9.10 47,541,472 65,697,200 
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Table 31* Total quantity of plant natrieats applied on aH acrsag© fertilized fc 
Soil 
am 





















1 90,a25 15,42 a,^9,013 40,237,677 i7a,3os 60,375,089 10, 
2 56,131 1S,999,1S5 17^2 12,379,^9 25,618,501 135,055 45,729,623 10, 
3 U,37S 3,852,591 26.44 l,a5,341 5,8a9,aa 29,667 10,045,246 24« 
4 25,630 S,67a,31S 1S.58 5,453,455 ll,903,iei 51,453 17,421,966 23, 
k& 19,930 6,74a,298 5a,99 0 1{^,71S,615 15,301 5,1S0,919 a< 
5 9M 3,282,388 46.99 197,600 6,367,176 22,373 7,575,498 26, 
6 30,692 10,392,311 30,22 4,111,198 16,673,424 13,S37 4,685,203 3®. 
7 31,051 10,513,^69 31.77 3,^33,357 17,194,381 35,823 12,126,282 22, 
a 1^,033,726 17.29 10,489,264 ai,57s,isa 7a,659 26,633,937 25. 
fowl 322,6a 109,254,031 8,39 90,9^,205 127,586,857 560,466 ia9,773j788 6 

,sad fey soil areas, lom, 1953 

















10.90 47,^3,360 72,536,809 ^4)^44 21,753,01B I7.8I 14,044,496 29,501,541 
10.86 35,795,43s 55,663,8«B 96,023 32,513,338 12.91 24,118,478 40,90S,298 
24.^ 5,044,Ml 15^045, 15,ao? 5*352,250 25.68 2,603,495 8,101,00$ 
23.2Q 25,505,722 24^328 5,020,7a 25.79 2,431,14s 7,610,374 
41*^ 9,516,353 6,374 a,i§a,236 90.62 0 6,069,744 
26.74 3,524,249 11,626,34? 7,m 2,43X,4B7 45.07 2,39i,2S8 4,623,244 
3S.73 1,056,093 3,314,323 384 130,022 ICO.OC' 0 390,067 
22.64 6,635,544 17,617,019 «» „ •» „ 
25.32 13,146,4^ 40,121,391 3,5S3 1,234,a9 $9»U 0 2,651,915 
6.5s 164,799,667 224,747,900 208,429 70,574,059 9.16 57,644,957 33,503,162 
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Length of Interview 
I. ORIEMTATION 
1. Do you operate this fam for yourself or in a partnership? 
SEIP • PARTNERSHIP Q 
a) f/hat is the name and address of the operator (or partnership)? 
b) iihat are the names and addresses of your partners? 
c) Does he live on this farm or another farm? 















a) How many acres are there in this farm? __ 
i) How many of these acres do you own? 
Acres 
Acres 
ii) Hove many of these acres do you rent from others? 
iii) Other arrangements? 
Specify arrangement 
Acres 
b) Do you rent out any farm land? NO Q YES |"~| 
IF YES, i) How many acres? Acres 
ii) Did you include these acres in your answer to question 2? 
WO (IF YES, make necessary change in 2a) 
c) Do you (or your partnership) operate any other land or farm? NO Q YES | j 
IF YES, i) How many acres? Acres 
ii) Did you include these acres in your answer to c^uestion 2? 
NO Q YES Q (IF YES, make necessary change in 2a) 
3. (FOR RENTED ACRES) I'fhat is the name and address of the landlord or agent? 
a) Is he related to you? b) What type of lease do you have? c) YJhat is the 
length of your lease? (Give dates) 
No, of b)Type of c)Dates of 
Acres Name and Address of Landlord or Agent a)Relationship Lease Lease 
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d) For 19^3> what share of the costP (and/or cash rent per acre) did you 
pay fors 1) (crop) seed? ii) fertilizer on (crop)? iii) Lime on (crop)? 







IIo THE OPERATOR 
1. How many years have you operated a fai-m? ^Years 
2. \'/hat year did you begin operating this farm? Year 
3» I'llhat is your age? ^Years 
!;. What is the highest year of school you finished? (ENCIRCLE) 
1, 2, 3, 1^, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, li;, l5, l6, over 
III. THE FARM 
1, Tlhat was this farm's major source of farm income in 1952? 
LIVESTOCK • DAIRY Q FIELD CROPS Q OTHER (SPECIFY)_ 
2. Hov; many (type of livestock) did you have on this farm June 1? 
Dairy Beef Breeding Feeding Cattle Hogs 
Cows & 
Heifers 
Bulls halves Cows & 
Heifers 
Bulls Calves Steers k 
Heifers 
Calves Sows Bears Feeder Pigs 
[Barrows & 
Gilts) 
Ewes Rams Lambs Laying Hens Chicks Turkeys Other 
3.a) How many spreader loads of manure are produced annually on your farm? 
loads 
b) In the winter months do you spread manure on the fields as it is produced 
in the barns? q ygg jq 
c) On what crops do you spread .most of your manure? 
Permanent pasture Q Hay land Q 
Hayland just- before plowing pi Small grain stubble [H 
for com '—' before plomng for corn 
For Second-year corn p| 
Other (Specify) 
li, ''ihat main soil types does this farm contain? 
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Have 70U had the soil on this farm tested for lime deficiency? NO Q YES Q 
For fertilizer? NO p YES Q 
a) Where was this test made 
i) If/hat was the result of the test?__ 
ii) Did you follow the reconimendations? NO Q YES I""} 
IF NO, why not? 
IF_NO, b) isfhere can you have soil tests made to determine lime and 
fertilizer deficiencies? 
•"•Ihere do you find out what analyses of fertilizer to use on your crop? 
Do you think fertilizer has a harmful or beneficial effect on your soil? 
BENEFICIAL Q HABIffULQ , In what way? 
a) What grades or analyses of commercial fertilizers are available in this 
area? 
b) Do you know the main ingredients of - 16 - 8? (Vilhat the numbers mean?) 
h 16 8 . 
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9, (ASK FOR EACH FIEIJ) FOR 19^3, 19^2, 1951 and 195o) 
a) How many acres are there in field __? b) IJhat crop was planted in field ? 
c) How many acres in this field were fertilized with commercial fertilizer? 
d) Vihat was the fertilizer analysis used? e) Vilhat was the rate of fertilizer 
per acre? f) How was the fertilizer applied? g) Tfhen was the fertilizer 
applied? 







No, of Acres 
Fertilized 
































10. Were any of these fertilizers T.V.A. materials? 
NO • YES Q DON'T KNOY/Q IF YES, what years? 
lloa) l^Jhat method of corn planting did you use this year? (check, drill, 
power-check) b) flhat row spacing? c) fihat rate (no. of kernels)? 
d) (If fertilizer is used on corn) Tfhat spacing and rate did you use 
before you started using fertilizer? 
Spacing 










FERTILIZER USE PRACTICES (FOR CatlERCIAL FERTILIZER USERS, INDICATED IN III-9c) 
1, How many tons of commercial fertilizers did you apply on this farm this year? 
tons 
a) Hov/ many tons were in bulk? tons 
b) How many tons were in 80 lb. bags? tons 
c) How many tons were in 100 lb. bags? tons 
d) Which type or size of bag do you prefer? BULK Q 80 lb, Q 100 lb, Q 
2, a) lifhat was the total cost of fertilizer applied on your farm this 'year? 
$ 
b) ttat was the total cost of fertilizer applied on your farm in 1952? 
I 
3, a) IfiTien did you order your 19^3 fertilizer supply? __(month) 
b) I'flien was your 1953 fertilizer delivered? [month) 
Ij., I'Jhat form of fertiliser materials did you get this year? How mai^ tons? 
GRANULATED (pelleted) tons REGULAR (pulverized) tons 
IF GRANULATED, a) How much extra (over regular) do you think granulated 
fertilizer is worth? ___S/ton. 
5o Have you had any difficulties in spreading commercial fertilizer? 
noQ Q IF YES, a) In what way?_ 
6o Do you store fertilizer on your farm? NO Q YES | | 
IF YES, a) Vifhat are the keeping qualities? 
POOR • FAIR Q GOOD Q DON'T KNOW Q 
7. Is there a commercial bulk spreading service in your area? 
NO Q YES Q DON'T KNOf Q IF YES, a) YJhat fertilizers do they spread 
in bulk? SUPERPHOSPHATE Q ROCK PHOSPfflJE Q MIXED FERTILIZERS Q 
ANHYDROUS AIMONIA • HQUID NITROGEN H OTHERS 
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1. ATTITliPES (FOR CdKRCIAL FERTILIZER USERS ONLY) 
1. a) In what year did you first start using coranercial fertilizer? 19 ^year 
b) lAihat one thing more than anything else caused you to start using it? 
(SHOW CARD) 
Experience on home fa,rm Attending meetings by county agent 
before starting on om, [j or extension specialist. Q 
Noticed better stands on Hearing programs on radio or 
other farms using fertilizertelevision. f] 
Other farmers told about Reading bulletins, farm science 
higher yields. j j articles and other materials from Q 
/\++ X.- J , I®wa State College. Attending field days and 
demonstrations. Q Fertilizer salesman or dealer. Q 
Reading articles in farm others'? fSnecifv') H 
magazines and daily paper, Q -IP l—j 
2. If you heard of a new fertilizer that is cheap and very effective in in­
creasing your crop yields, where would you seek information about its use? 
3. We are interested in finding ways in ;iiiich fertilizers can be used to give 
maximum profit in your area. Tilhich, if any, of the following uses do you 
consider as improved uses in your area? (SHOW CARD) 
a) Fertilizing wi.th Ammonium Nitrate as: 
Improved Use? 
Inap­
plicable Yes No 
Don't 
Know 
1) Top-dressing grasses for seed 
production 
2) Top-dressing wheat early in spring to 
increase yield and improve protein content 
3) Top-dressing oats to increase 
yield 
li) Top-dressing permanent and supplemental 
pasture grasses 
1 • . —— 
•b) Fertilizing with phosphate fertilisers on; 
i 






It) Corn (Vftien soil test 
is low) 
c) Do you know of any other uses for fertilizers which you consider as new or 
jjnproved uses of fertilizer? (Listj 
I4. Do you think you should use a different rotation when you use nitrogen on corn, as 
compared to using no nitrogen? KG Q YES • DON'T MOW Q 
^eevSoT^s / 
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5. Do you prefer low fiv high analysis fertilisers? LOT Q HIGH Q 
a) Tilhat analyses? 
b) \"fliy do you prefer ^analysis fertiliaers? • 
(FOR T.V.A. FERTILIZER USERS OMLY - "lES" TO III-IO) 
6. a) How many tons of the follo;ving T.V.A. fertilizers did you apply on this 
farm this year? 
b) lihere did you buy this T.VoA. fertilizer? (Coop, private company, etc.) 
c) i^Ihat year did you first use ToV.A. (fertiliser)? 









MIXED FERTILIZER (List Analysis) 
(Containing TVA • 
ANY OTHERS? 
7. '''Ihere did you learn about TVA fertilizers? COUOTY EXTENSION DIRECTOR • 
FERTILIZER DEALER Q PRESS OR RADIO Q OTHER (SPECIFY) 
8.a) Are you using TVA fertilizer in a demonstration program? NO Qj YESn 
b) I'fhat type of arrangement or agreement with your dealer do you have to use 
TVA fertilizers? NONE Q OR/vL Q WRITTEN Q OTHER (Explain) 
9. a) Was the selected use program explained to you by your dealer? 
NO • YES • 
10. Will you participate in the same program next year? 
NO Q lES Q DON'T KNOW jj 
11. Is the program helping you to decide on better or more profitable ways to 
use fertilizers? NO • YES Q DON'T KNOVjQ 
VI. EXPECTED USES AND YIELD (FOR COMffiRCIAL FERTILIZER USERS ONLY) 
l.a) If you applied a mixed fertilizer such as l|.-l6~8 at the rate 
of 100 lbs, per acre of second-year corn, using a planter bu^/acre 
attachment, what increase or decrease in yield per acre over 
unfsrtilized corn would you expect on your farm? 
b) If you applied a mixed fertilizer such as l^-l6~8 at the rate 
of 200 lbs, per acre second-year corn, using a planter attach­
ment, what increase or decrease in yield per acre over _bu./acre 
unfertilized corn would you expect on your farm? 
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c) If you applied a reconunended fertilizer such as 5-20-0 at the 
rate of 200 lbs. per acre of oats, drilled or broadcast, what bu./acrs 
increase or decrease in yield per acre over unfertilized oats 
would you expect on your farm? 
2. If you applied (quantity) of nitrogen, in the form of ammonium nitrate or 
other nitrogen fertilizer, per acre of corn next year, what average yield 
per acre would you expect on: a) First-year corn following a legume meadow? 
b) Corn two years or more from a legume meadovir? 
Amount of Witrogen/Acre a)First-year corn b)Two year or more 
None bu. bu. 
20 lbs.(6o lbs. of Ammonium Nitrate) bu. bu. 
1|0 lbs.(120 lbs. of Ammoni-um Nitrate) bu. bu. 
80 lbs.(2^0 lbs. of Aiumcnium Nitrate) bu» bu. 
120 lbs,(360 lbs. of Ammonium Nitrate) bu. bus 
3. With these estimates of second-year corn yield responses for ammonium 
nitrate in mind, under average weather conditions how many pounds per acre 
of fertilizer would you use if the nitrogen source cost ^ (ton, 0;^. or 
lb.) and the com price were $ per bushel? 
Dealer Price for Nitrogen-is- Corn Price Amount of Fertilizer 
ft/ton <S/lb. ^ pel bushel lbs./acre 
85 ii.25 12-2/3?! 2.00 
85 li.25 12-2/3^ 1.50 
85 h.25 12-2/3f 1.00 
85 h.2$ 12-2/3^ .75 
50 2.50 7-l/2(^ 2.00 
50 2.50 7-l/2fS 1.50 
50 2,50 l-l/2<^ 1.00 
50 2.50 l-l/2<^ .75 
100 5.00 .50 
ko 2.00 2.00 
•'"^Ammonium Nitrate (33-0-0) is 5585 per ion at present. 
U4 
I4. In question 2, you estimated that I4O lbs. of nitrogen ^plied to corn Uio 
years or more from a legume meadow would increase (decrease, if any) corn 
bushsls per acre over unfertilized corn. Suppose -mien you plant 
corn during the next 10 years, you split the fields into equally good 
halves and put no fertilizer on one half and liO lbs. of nitrogen (120 lbs. 
of ammonium) per acre on the other half. 
a) During this 10-year period vrtiat average increase (decrease) 
would you expect the fertilized half-fields to yield over 
the unfertilized? ^bu../acre 
b) During this 10-year period how many times would you expect the 
following increases (decreases) in yields of the fertilized half-










c) If, as a result of poor weather or insect infestation, your 
yield was (lowest) bushels per acre over unfertilized corn, 
what increase or decrease in yield per acre would you ex­
pect under average conditions for the same field the next 
year? bu./acre 
VII. CAPITAL EFFECTS (FOR ALL OPERiiTORS) 
1. You stated that a total of $ was spent for fertilizer on your farm 
in 1953. ~ 
a) What do you think is the maximum amount you could use on all 
crops and all fields for greatest profits? | 
b) I'ifhy didn't you use this amount? 
2. Would you use more fertilizer if you had more funds? NO Q YES Q 
3. Is it possible for you to borrow funds for the specific 
purpose of purchasing fertilizer? MO Q YES Q 
b. Did you borrow any funds to purchase fertilizer this year? NO • y e s Q  
Would you use more fertilizer if you could get credit for 
its purchase mthout using other property as security for NO Q YES Q 
the loan? 
6. How much money would you have been iivilling to borrow for ferti­
lizer in 1953 if the repaying schedule were to correspond with 
the expected rate of returns; that is, a payment schedule vtich 
assumes all return from nitrogen is in the first-year and the 
return from phosphate on grass and legume seedings is one-third 
at the end of the first-year, one-half at the end of the second-
year, and the remainder at the end of the third-year. $ 
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7. Suppose that you had $1,000 to put in your faitn business this year, 
considering your lease arrangement if you rent, how much of it would 













8. ^ffhat is your estimate of the present sale value of your faim? /acre 
9. If you had a sale today, what is your estimate of the amount 
you would get from the sale of 
a) Livestock ^ b) Machinery and equipment 
c) Feed and supplies on hand | 
10. a) Do you have any loans for machinery, equipment, supplies, 
or livestock? NO Q YES |"~[ 
IF YES, i/vhat amount do you still owe? 
(for 0M®RS only) b) Do you have a mortgage on this farm? NO • ffisp 
IF YES, What amount remains to be paid? $ 
11. I'Jhat do you think the corn price is most likely to be next 
December? /bu» 
a) What do you think is the lovrest probable corn price next 
December with, say, one chance out of 100 of its being less? $ /bu. 
b) ITiat do you think is the highest possible corn price next 
December with, say, cne chance out of 100 of being more? | /bu. 
Vni. LEASE POLICIES (FOR RENTERS OlMLY) 
1. If you omed this farm, how much money would you have spent 
for fertilizer on this farm in 1953? ^i> 
a) This amount is I more than the amount being used 
this year, what are the reasons for this difference? 
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2. Would you use more (any) fertilizer on legume and grass seedings 
a) If you had an arrangement with the landlord to get back part 
of the cost if you moved? NO Q YES Q 
b) If you got back part of the cost plus 10% for interest and 
risk? NO • YESn 
3. If you moved to a farm where the landlord had made a settlement 
vdth the previous tenant for unexhausted portion of fertilizer 
which the tenant had applied - would you be willing to pay the 
landlord the amount of this settlement? NO 
ho (For share-rented farms where landlord pays no part of fertilizer 
or a share of costs different from share of yields): You stated 
that the landlord pays % of the cost of the fertilizer. 
How much more would you be vdlling to spend for fertilizer if the 
landlord paid costs in the same proportion as crops are shared? | 
